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In the past, deployable mechanisms for large satellites were developed and over time, 

highly efficient and multi-featured deployable structures were witnessed.  However, with 

concerns over cost and effort, the focus has significantly shifted to small satellites with much 

simpler platforms.  Currently, the small satellite community is still „risk-adverse‟ in that 

mechanisms used to deploy sensors and antennae in space have been largely restricted to simple 

one arm pin jointed members or telescopic mechanisms.  However, with the advancements in 

sensor types and capabilities, and reduction in their size and power needs, interest is growing in 

using more hierarchical deployment schemes for sensor platforms that efficiently fit within small 

satellites.  Furthermore, tape-spring boom technology is currently being downsized to 

dimensions associated with small satellites which offer a potential dual-means of adding stiffness 

and a passive means of actuation.  The objective of this thesis is to demonstrate the possible 

applications of tape-spring boom technology to deployable structures for small satellites, mainly 

rigid-link, pin-jointed and spring-loaded mechanisms.  The goal is to enhance the positioning 

integrity of the deployed structure serving as a sensor platform and to retain a level of simplicity 

of the deployment mechanism.   
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In this thesis, simple deployable structures like the 6-bar pin jointed mechanisms are 

presented, which offer multiple platform capabilities within one deployment, hence, leading us 

back towards the multi-functionality aspect – one of the crucial features that the full sized 

satellites possessed. Furthermore, these 6-bar mechanisms are designed to actuate by means of a 

single tape-spring boom.  A theoretical, quasi-static approach for determining the displacement 

response of a deployable structure is implemented for demonstrating the deployment pattern.  

The stowed structure has pre-loaded rotational springs at the joints and is simultaneously 

actuated by a boom. Since the pre-loads change continuously as the system deploys, nonlinear 

iterative matrix methods are used to solve this problem.  The stability of these mechanisms is 

studied at their equilibrium points. Moreover, a tape-spring boom – which is bi-stable in nature – 

offers further stiffness to the structure in its deployed state. Integrating these bi-stable booms 

within a deployable mechanism and by looking at the characteristics of the Hessian of the 

potential energy function, it is also shown how this sufficiently rigid boom affects the stability of 

the deployed structure. Herein, the force method of matrix analysis for deployable structures is 

used for analyses. To further validate and confirm the theoretical quasi-static approach predicts 

the deployment patterns, MSC/Adams dynamic simulations were conducted. 

At the end, the possibilities of the system failing due to insufficient actuation force by the 

boom – the condition where the boom does not reach its second stable position – is also briefly 

discussed. In summary, this thesis demonstrates boom integration which offers enhanced 

stiffness behavior of deployed mechanisms, simultaneously providing compact stowed 

configurations and a means of actuation.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Literature Review 

With the advancements in sensor types and capabilities, and reduction in their size and 

power needs, interest is growing in using hierarchical deployment schemes for sensor platforms 

that efficiently fit within small satellites.  Furthermore, to keep with the concepts of small 

satellites, the meter long boom technology is currently being downsized to dimensions associated 

with small satellites.  Tape-spring booms depending on their configurations can possess 

significant axial and flexural stiffness in their deployed configuration and therefore the boom can 

add to the stiffness characteristics of the deployed system by behaving like a rigid member.  

Therefore, to enhance the positioning integrity of such a deployed mechanism (aka a deployed 

structure) and retain a level of simplicity, the integration of tape-spring booms within deployable 

rigid link mechanisms for small satellite applications is explored in this thesis.  The integration 

of these booms offers the potential of enhanced stiffness behavior of the deployed mechanism 

while simultaneously providing compact stowed configurations and a passive means of 

actuation. 

The objective of this thesis is to demonstrate the possible applications of tape-spring 

boom technology to deployable structures for small satellites, mainly rigid-link, pin-jointed and 

spring-loaded mechanisms. This work aims to demonstrate the quasi-static deployment pattern of 

a typical six-bar mechanism and its variations, viz. the presence of triple revolute joints, ternary 

links, multi-angulated links and fixed joints. Secondly, this work also seeks to study the 

equilibrium stability characteristics of such mechanisms. Furthermore, simulations of identical 

systems in a dynamics solver, MSC/ADAMS is used to validate and confirm the theoretical 

quasi-static approach presented in this work to predict the deployment patterns. 
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A deployable structure is a structure that can be transformed, with the addition of an 

energy input, from a stowed, compact configuration to an expanded form. The earliest known 

deployable structure to humans is the Umbrella. Over the years, more so in the last century, 

numerous types of deployable structures have been designed and developed by researchers and 

manufacturers worldwide. Despite the large variety, they can be categorized broadly into two 

groups as: 

 Strut Structures: scissor-hinged, tensile, pneumatic and sliding mechanisms, etc.,  

 Surface (membrane) Structures: folded, inflatable, telescopic, etc. 

Deployable structures have been extensively documented in Merchan [1]. Some of the 

structures which have found importance are the double ring antenna (Figure 1-1) (Xu [2]), the 

Hoberman mechanisms (Figure 1-3) (Kassabian et al [3]), solar arrays, solar sails, astro mesh 

antenna (Figure 1-2) (Mikulas et al [4]), retractable roof structures (Figure 1-4 Escrig [5]), 

foldable cylinders and solid surface deployable antenna (Figures 1-5 and 1-6) (Guest [6]). 

Important foundational work on deployable Tensegrity structures was done by Knight [7] and 

Tibert [8]. Murphey [9] has subtly elucidated the need for space deployable structures, the 

current technologies in use, and the challenges that lie ahead in this field. In this thesis, the main 

focus is on the pin-jointed bar structures belonging to the first category listed above. A 

deployable structure for space applications is really important because there always exist space 

constraints in launch rockets and thus cannot be transported to space in full size. The 

deployability of a structure definitely results in an extra cost due to more sophisticated, 

expensive, movable connections, locking mechanisms, and deployment mechanisms but it is 

generally balanced by the its greater potential for adaptability, mobility, and labor saving 

construction. 
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A B 

Figure 1-1.  Double Ring Antenna. A) Expanded and B) Compressed. Source: Xu, Y., Guan, F., 

Chen, J., Zheng, Y., 2012, “Structural design and static analysis of a double-ring 

deployable truss for mesh antennas”, Acta Astronautica, 81(2), pp. 545–554. 

A B 

C D 

Figure 1-2.  Space Applications of Deployable Structures. A) Solar Arrays, B) Solar Sail, B) 

Astro Mesh Antenna and C) TRW PAMS. Source: Mikulas, M. M., Murphey, T., 

Jones, T. C., 2008, “Tension Aligned Deployable Structures for Large 1-D and 2-D 

Array Applications”, 49th AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural 

Dynamics, and Materials Conference, Schaumburg, IL, USA, pp. AIAA-2008-2243. 
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A C 

Figure 1-3.  Hoberman 2D mechanism deployment pattern A to C. Source: Kassabian, P. E., 

Pellegrino, S., 1999, “Retractable Roof Structures”, Proc. Instn Civ. Engrs Structs & 

Bldgs, 134, pp. 45–56. 

A  

B  

Figure 1-4.  Retractable Roof A to B. Sources: Kassabian, P. E., Pellegrino, S., 1999, 

“Retractable Roof Structures”, Proc. Instn Civ. Engrs Structs & Bldgs, 134, pp. 45–

56. Escrig F., 1985, “Expandable Space Structures”, Int. J. Space Structures, 1985, 

1(2), pp. 79-91. 
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A B 

Figure 1-5.  Two Irathane and AI-alloy Cylinders. A) vertical and B) horizontal. Source: Guest, 

S., 1994, “Deployable Structures: Concepts and Analysis” Ph.D. Dissertation, 

University of Cambridge, England. 

 

 

Figure 1-6.  Solid Surface Deployment Antenna. Source: Guest, S., 1994, “Deployable 

Structures: Concepts and Analysis” Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Cambridge, 

England. 
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Pellegrino [10], quotes, “Often the study of the deployment process is the most 

challenging phase in the development of new deployable structures, and poses 

severe constraints on what can or cannot be realized. Therefore, it is impossible, to 

approach the field of deployable structures with a single, general concept or 

theory. Instead, the study of successful structures, and of the concepts behind them, 

identifies “small” feasible regions in a discontinuous design space from which, 

with great care, it is possible to evolve new concepts that expand the boundaries of 

the feasible regions in this design space.” 

Since the turn of the century, we have arrived at a situation where the core concepts and 

theories to handle complex macro-sized deployable structures are well established now and the 

focus is now, like the fields of electronics and computer science, slowly shifting to cost-

effective, compact, small and micro level space systems. 

In the past, deployable mechanisms for large satellites were developed and over time, 

highly efficient and multi-featured deployable structures were witnessed. However, with 

concerns over cost and effort, the focus has significantly shifted to small satellites and has led to 

an acceleration of work to efficiently package the deployable mechanisms within these small 

satellites. Notable work has been made by Knight [7], Pellegrino et al [11] (Figure 1-9), Barrett 

[12] (Figure 1-8) and Murphey [9] on deployable solar sails, reflectors and downsizing the large 

scale mechanisms to fit into small satellites. However, due to the simultaneous focus given to 

reduce the actuation efforts as well, there has been rapid development in composite boom 

technology too. Significant success in boom technology has already been realized by STEM 

(Storable Tubular Extendible Member) (Figure 1-7) by Rimrott [13], by Pellegrino [14], Solar 

Sail by Fernandez et al [15] (Figure 1-7), CTM (Collapsible Tube Mast) by SENER, DLR 

(Figure 1-11), TRAC (Triangular Retractable and Collapsible) by Banik [16] (Figure 1-14), 

Roybal et al [17] and Thomas [18] Elastic Hinge boom by Beavers [19] (Figure 1-13) and CFRP 

boom by Sickinger et al [20] (Figure 1-12). The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) at 

Albuquerque, New Mexico has developed one such actuation boom recently called SIMPLE, 
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which is a bi-stable tape spring made of the composite material NiTi (Figure 1-15) (Jeon and 

Murphey [21]). But then again, the reduction in satellite sizes has resulted in mono-function 

missions, which, in turn has led to diminishing the multi-function capabilities of the same. 

A  

B  

Figure 1-7.  Solar Sail for small satellites. A) Top View and B) Side View. Source: Fernandez, J. 

M., Lappas, V. J., Daton-Lovett, A. J., 2011, “Completely Stripped Solar Sail 

Concept using bi-stable reeled Composite Booms”, Acta Astronautica, Vol. 69(1-2), 

pp. 78-85. 
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Figure 1-8.  Carbon Mandrel Deployable Reflector for small satellites. Source: Barrett, R., 2007, 

“Deployable Reflectors for Small Satellites”, 21st AIAA/USU Conference on Small 

Satellites, Logan, UT, USA, pp. 109. 

A B 

Figure 1-9.  SAR Structure for small satellites. Source: Pellegrino, S., Kukathasan, S., Tibert, G., 

Watt, A., 2000, “Small Satellite Deployable Mechanisms”, Technical Report, 

CUED/D-STRUCT/TR190, Defence Evaluation Research Agency and the University 

of Cambridge, England. 
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Figure 1-10.  STEM. A) Single STEM, B) and C) Bi-STEM. Source: Mallikarachchi, C., 2011, 

“Thin-Walled Composite Deployable Booms with Tape-Spring Hinges”, Ph.D. 

Dissertation, University of Cambridge, England. 

 

Figure 1-11.  MARSIS Boom. A) Hinge and B) Stowed Configuration. Source: Mallikarachchi, 

C., 2011, “Thin-Walled Composite Deployable Booms with Tape-Spring Hinges”, 

Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Cambridge, England. 
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E  

Figure 1-12.  CFRP Boom. A-D) Deployment and E) Close-up view. Source: Mallikarachchi, C., 

2011, “Thin-Walled Composite Deployable Booms with Tape-Spring Hinges”, Ph.D. 

Dissertation, University of Cambridge, England. 
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Figure 1-13.  Elastic Hinge Boom. Source: Beavers, F. L., Munshi, N. A., Lake, M. S., Maji, A., 

Qassim, K., Carpenter, B. F., 2002, “Design and Testing of an Elastic Memory 

Composite Deployment Hinge for Spacecraft”, 43rd Structures, Structural Dynamics, 

and Materials Conference, Denver, Colorado, USA, pp. 1-5. 

 

 

Figure 1-14.  TRAC Boom. Source: Thomas, G. M., 2010, “Prototype Development and 

Dynamic Characterization of deployable CubeSat Booms”, Masters‟ Thesis, Air 

Force Institute of Technology, OH, USA. 
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C  

Figure 1-15.  SIMPLE Boom. A) Hub, B) Fully Deployed and C) Stowed. Source: Parera, P. M., 

2013, “Deployment Simulations of a Composite Boom for Small Satellites”, 

Licentiate Thesis in Engineering Mechanics, Technical Reports from Royal Institute 

of Technology, Department of Mechanics, KTH University, Stockholm, Sweden. 

In this thesis, simple deployable structures like the 6-bar pin jointed mechanisms are 

presented, as shown in Figures 1-16 and 1-17 which offer multiple platforms. These, therefore, 

lead us back towards the multi-functionality aspect – one of the crucial features that the full sized 

satellites possessed. To keep up with the concepts of small satellites, the current meter-long 

booms are also appropriately downsized theoretically into dimensions associated with small 

satellites. Furthermore, these 6-bar mechanisms are designed to actuate by means of a single 

boom. 
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In this work, a theoretical outline to compute, quasi-statically, the force-displacement 

response of a deployable structure is presented. The stowed structure has pre-loaded rotational 

springs at the joints and is simultaneously actuated by a boom. The pre-loaded rotational springs 

have two functions: one, to aid the deployment of the system, and two, to provide joint stiffness 

at deployed equilibrium positions.  Since the pre-loads change continuously as the system 

deploys, nonlinear incremental matrix methods are used to solve this problem. One assumption 

made in this work is that the boom possesses significant axial and flexural stiffness in its 

deployed configuration and therefore the boom also adds to the stiffness characteristics of the 

system by behaving like a rigid member. This is because the tape spring strands within a boom 

can always be chosen to have certain dimensions and can always be arranged in certain ways that 

increases its axial and flexural stiffness using the concepts of mechanics of materials. The 

number of tape spring strands can also be increased to obtain a more rigid boom. In fact, research 

on improving the cross-sectional inertia is very much an active field and a few notable examples 

are STEM (Storable Tubular Extendible Member) by Rimrott [13] and further developed by 

Pellegrino [14] by implementing nested booms, Solar Sail by Fernandez et al [15], CTM 

(Collapsible Tube Mast) by SENER, DLR, TRAC (Triangular Retractable and Collapsible) by 

Banik [16], Murphey et al [17] and Thomas [18] demonstrates the adoption of TRAC geometry 

to tape-springs. 

Therefore, the structural computation procedure is divided into two parts: 

1. Until the boom reaches its deployed stable configuration – the boom is modeled only as a 

“constant force” acting on its connecting points with the mechanism. 

2. The mechanism stops expanding as the stable length of the deploying boom is reached, at 

which time boom length is locked. Hence, there on the system tries to reach the 

equilibrium configuration based on the residual forces due to the springs. 
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Since incremental techniques are being employed, this analysis can also be used to check 

if the applied force is sufficient for the necessary deployment or not. Such a situation arises, 

however, only when: 

 The springs oppose deployment, i.e., when they cross their neutral positions, or when 

they pass through bifurcation points leading to change in displacement mode direction, 

which in turn may lead to an increasing load set. 

 The load of equipment and sensors placed on the platforms and/or atmospheric loads are 

greater than the vectorial sum of boom force and spring preloads. 

This work aims to demonstrate the quasi-static deployment pattern of a typical six-bar 

mechanism and its variations, viz. the presence of triple revolute joints, ternary links, multi-

angulated links and fixed joints. Secondly, this work also seeks to study the equilibrium stability 

characteristics of such mechanisms. Furthermore, simulations of identical systems in a dynamics 

solver, MSC/ADAMS is used to validate and confirm the theoretical quasi-static approach 

presented in this work to predict the deployment patterns.  

 

Mechanism: Kinematic Configuration 

A typical arrangement of a tape-spring boom within a pin-jointed rigid body mechanism 

is illustrated in Figure 1-16. To accommodate the stowage of such a mechanism in a 3U 

(10cmX10cmX30cm) small satellite, the mechanism‟s base link is the satellite chassis with pin-

joints located 0.1m apart.  Links III and IV are each 0.05m long and all other rigid links are 0.3m 

long.  Links III and IV form a ternary link, in which joint 4 (located between links III and IV) is 

„locked‟ so as to form a single rigid link between joints 3 and 5;  Joint 4 serves as one of the two 

anchor points for the tape-spring boom.  It may be noted that the link lengths can further be 

generalized and still be accommodated in a 3U small satellite frame, but for simplicity, certain 

symmetric features have been used. 
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Figure 1-16.  Typical arrangement of a six-bar mechanism with the integrated boom. 

In Figure 1-17, the tape-spring boom is connected within the six-bar mechanism in four 

different ways. The joints, bars and springs are numbered counter-clockwise. The two end joints 

of the boom do not have any rotational springs connected to them. Also, the mid-joints of the 

ternary links in configurations 2 and 4 do not have any rotational springs. It should be noted here 

that the procedure explained in this work is explained using sample scaled down dimensions of 

the structure and the boom. It is assumed throughout the procedure that the boom is sufficiently 

rigid upon reaching its deployed bi-stable configuration. In the end, it will be shown through 

graphical representations how the orientation and the stability of the structures at equilibrium 

change with changes in joint stiffness and pre-loads as well as with the configuration selected for 

the integration of the boom with the deployment mechanism. 
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A B 

C D 

Figure 1-17.  Variations in boom arrangement within a six-bar mechanism. A) Configuration 1, 

B) Configuration 2, C) Configuration 3 and D) Configuration 4. 

As can be seen from Figure 1-16, all links and joints are numbered in ascending order in 

the counter-clockwise direction with the boom being numbered last in all cases. The boom 

properties are used only in Part 2 of the computation. The link angles are measured in the 

counter-clockwise direction from the horizontal. The rotation within each joint and seen by the 

spring is equal to the rotation of the higher-numbered bar minus the rotation of the lower-

numbered bar at that joint. All joint variables are denoted by subscripts and all link variables are 

denoted by superscripts. Also, the terms “link” and “bar” are used interchangeably in this thesis. 

Parameters in bold notations are vectors. 

The material presented in this work is divided in the following way. In Chapter 2, a 

theoretical outline on the techniques to build the necessary structural matrices and the 

implementation of the Predictor Technique to generate the force-displacement response of the 
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system is presented. Further, the possibilities of kinematic bifurcations and a simple way to build 

the stiffness matrix of the same structures are briefly discussed. 

Chapter 3 consists of techniques to develop the potential energy function for a given 

structural system and using it to determine the stability characteristics of the system at 

equilibrium. In Chapter 4, the techniques presented in the previous chapters are demonstrated 

through a few examples. Chapter 5 contains software simulations (MSC/ADAMS) of a few 

structures based on the assumptions made in this work. These results are compared and 

contrasted with the theoretical ones from Chapter 4; validating and confirming of the theoretical 

quasi-static approach to predict the deployment patterns.  Finally, in Chapter 6, other important 

results and aspects are discussed and directions for future work are also presented.  Appendices 

A and B provide details of two key matrices used in the analysis. Appendix C contains the 

annotated source code used for generating the results presented in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2 

STRUCTURAL COMPUTATIONS OF MECHANISMS 

Equilibrium, Compatibility and Flexibility Matrices  

As described at the end of the previous chapter, here, due to the non-linear nature of 

systems with springs, an incremental technique is adopted to compute the positions and 

orientations of the rigid bars and the rotational displacements within the springs at the joints. The 

computation is divided into two parts: Part 1 involves boom deployment and the boom is 

assumed only as a source of external applied force until it reaches its stable state. It is assumed in 

all of our examples that the boom is able to deploy fully to its stable state. The uncertain case of 

partial deployment is only discussed in brief in Chapter 6. In Part 2, the boom is considered as a 

stable member and hence is modeled as a bar member. The computation is allowed to run until 

the system reaches a steady state, deployed configuration. In simulation, the steady state is 

considered reached when the incremental displacements become less than or equal to1e-6 m. 

Furthermore, at steady state and equilibrium, the work done by residual forces, if any, should be 

equal to zero or within the tolerance limits. 

For the modeling the deployment, Pellegrino and Calladine [24], Kwan and Pellegrino 

[25] suggested a method based on the force method to build the Equilibrium, the Compatibility 

and the Flexibility matrices for structures. The force method was established long ago and has 

been explained in great detail by McGuire and Gallagher [26] and Kanchi [27].  For the force 

method each link may be first modeled as a beam as shown in Figure 2-1. However, after 

assembling the overall equilibrium matrix for a system, as will be showed later in the chapter, the 

beam model can be reduced to a bar model which will not have bending stresses and rotational 

degrees of freedom. Using this model, the equilibrium, compatibility and flexibility equations for 

a rigid-body pin-jointed structure can be written as, 
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      (2-1) 

      (2-2) 

And 

           (2-3) 

where, matrices A, B and C are the equilibrium, compatibility and flexibility matrices 

respectively, and t is the vector of internal stresses, P is the vector of external loads, d is the 

vector of displacements at the joints, e is the vector of strains and    is the vector of initial 

strains.    is assumed to be zero in all forthcoming analyses. For systems in equilibrium, 

generally have 

     (2-4) 

For ease of understanding, let us consider Configuration 4 in Figure 1-14 as the reference 

mechanism for all computations from here on. The Equilibrium, Compatibility and Flexibility 

equations for a single beam member in local coordinate system (refer Figure 2-1) is given by, 
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] (2-7) 

 

Figure 2-1.  Single Beam Member. A) Free-body Diagram of a beam member, B) Internal Forces 

and C) Displacement Coordinates of a beam member. Source: Kwan, A. S. K., 

Pellegrino, S., 1994b, “Matrix Formulation of Macro-elements for Deployable 

Structures”, Computers and Structures, 50(2), pp. 237-254. 

As opposed to the conventional way of assuming an axial force, a bending moment and a 

shear force as the three independent stresses, here, the axial force and two bending moments are 

chosen as the three independent stresses. Proceeding further to obtain the overall structural 
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matrix, Eq. 2-5 is pre-multiplied by the below rotation matrix (    ) and Eq. 2-6 is post-

multiplied by the same rotation matrix on both sides of the equations to convert them into the 

global coordinate system. 

  [
            
           

   

] (2-8) 

     *
  
  

+ (2-9) 

These transformed member matrices may then be assembled into, for example, the 

overall equilibrium matrix (A). To aid this process, especially when the complexity of 

connections in a deployable structure is high, a suitable Joint Connectivity Matrix (JCM) may be 

used to simplify tedium and computer computations of the same. The JCM can be built in the 

following way: The columns represent members of the structure and the rows represent revolute 

joints (a binary revolute joint is represented by two rows). The matrix is filled with 1‟s and 2‟s 

based on the numbering of end nodes of members in the local coordinate systems and the 

revolute joint that each of these end nodes correspond to. For example, local coordinate node 1 

of Link 1 is numbered as Joint 1 (this is because the other half of the binary revolute joint is the 

node on the ground) in the global coordinate system. Node 2 in the local coordinate forms one 

part of the binary revolute joint (Joint 2) in the global coordinate system while the other part is 

formed by node 1 of Link 2. All unary revolute joints are entered in separate rows. However, one 

may observe in row 6 of Eq. 2-10, there are two entries in the same unary joint. This is because 

the ternary link (Links 3 and 4) is modeled as two separate members with a common mid-node. 

Therefore, this is a representation of the fixed joint between the two members of the ternary link. 

All other entries are marked as zeros. The JCM assists in splitting up the transformed member 
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matrices and placing them suitably in the overall equilibrium matrix corresponding to the 

appropriate end-node numbers. 
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 (2-10) 

For Configuration 4, the overall full-sized equilibrium equation is given in Appendix A. 

One of the advantages of using the force method to analyze structures is that without any 

formulae like the Gruebler‟s Criterion, and just based on member dimensions, we can correctly 

estimate the number of degrees of freedom (or degree of kinematic indeterminacy) and states of 

self-stress (or degree of static indeterminacy) (Pellegrino and Calladine [24]). Therefore, the 

degrees of freedom m and the states of self-stress h of a structural system can be calculated as, 

         (2-11) 

       (2-12) 

Where, r is the rank of the overall equilibrium matrix and   and    are the number of rows and 

columns of the overall equilibrium matrix. The number of degrees of freedom thus obtained is 

later ascertained and used as a validation instrument when independent modes matrices M (in 

terms of displacements) and R (in terms of rotations of joints) are computed. Caution needs to be 

administered while computing the equilibrium matrix involving mechanisms that have ternary 

links which is very well explained by Kwan and Pellegrino [25] and Lu, et al [28] in their work. 
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It may be noted here that the only internal force which is a bending moment is present at the 

mid-node of the ternary link. 

Another important deduction from these equations, especially the compatibility equation 

is the dependence of rotational degrees of freedom on the rigid-body displacements. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, all members are assumed as inextensional rigid bars and hence the right 

hand side of the compatibility equation is always equal to zero. This means, 
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(2-15) 

The importance of this result becomes clear later in the chapter when the inextensional 

modes of the mechanism in terms of joint displacements are expressed in terms of joint rotations 

and subsequently again when pre-load moments are expressed as forces. 

Part 1 of Computation: Boom as a Force 

Here, the displacement response of the system is computed until the tape-spring boom 

reaches its deployed stable configuration. Since the boom is unstable during its deployment (in 

transition between its two stable modes), the boom does not add to the stiffness characteristics of 

the structure. Therefore it is only modeled as a “constant force” acting in its pre-determined 

direction of deployment, at the second anchor point of the boom on the structure. The overall 

assembled equilibrium matrix may be condensed by techniques given by [29] where rows and 

columns are eliminated in equal numbers based on the importance of certain variables in a 

particular computation. The final form of the equilibrium matrix at each incremental step of 

Configuration 4 for Part 1 of the computation is given by, 
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The internal axial forces vector is  

   
  [                        ]  (2-18) 

Where,           
      

   

   
  [                                      ]  (2-19) 

And,   ‟s are the angles that the links (i=1,…,b) make with the horizontal axis of the global 

coordinate system and    are the link lengths. 

Rotational Spring Moments – Forces Equivalence 

The external force vector    
  mentioned above is calculated as follows. Since, all 

members in the system are assumed to be rigid bars connected by pin joints, external moments 

cannot be applied to the system and there is no provision for them in the equations. Therefore, by 

using the Principle of Virtual Work, the force vector that is equivalent to the preloads in the 

rotational springs is first calculated as, 
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Figure 2-2.  Force-Moment Equivalent System. 

    
         

       (2-20) 

where,      is the infinitesimal rotation vector of the springs,      is the infinitesimal 

displacement vector of the nodes (joints),     is the moment vector due to the preloads in the 

rotational springs and     is the force vector that balances the moments due to preloads (See 

Figure 2-2) to keep the system at equilibrium.  It may be recalled from Eq. 2-13 to 2-15 how 

rotations are dependent on Cartesian displacements. Therefore, using the relation 

    
      

   
  (2-21) 

in Eq. 2-20 yields 

    
    

              (2-22) 

Since the displacement vector is non-zero, Eq. 2-22 is satisfied if 

  
           (2-23) 
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Therefore, the equivalent system of forces     can be calculated. However, it must be noted here 

that the equivalent system of forces that generates the same effect as the preloads is the negative 

of     thus calculated. 

The Jacobian Matrix    can be calculated using the following general expression for the 

rotation of a bar, 

    (                 (         )     )     (2-24) 

The rotation of a joint (or the spring) is equal to the rotation of the higher numbered bar 

minus the rotation of the lower numbered bar at the joint under consideration. The general matrix 

expression in terms of variables for the Transformation Jacobian is given in Appendix B. 

Now, let the force applied by the boom be denoted by   , then the total force applied on 

the system would be (See Figure 2-2), 

            (2-25) 

Before proceeding any further, it is important to point out that the since this is a nonlinear 

constrained system, the forces should be applied in small increments to maintain the kinematic 

constraints of the system, i.e., only a fraction of total force P computed at each step should be 

applied to the next updated configuration. One assumption that is made here is that the system 

moves slowly and hence can be treated as a quasi-static system. Therefore, letting γ be the 

fraction of the total force P, we have 

      (2-26) 

In this work, the values of γ have been chosen by Hit-and-Trial Method. However, in 

future work, an adaptive technique may be easily developed that can suitably modify the value of 

γ in real-time with a view of reducing the computation time. Another reason why the adaptive 

technique is important is when the applied force by the boom and/or the initial preloads are 
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relatively small to start off. In this case, choosing a very small γ value will affect convergence of 

the final displacement values. This means there will exist residual loads at a particular finite time 

of computation. However, in the current work, necessary precautions have been taken to ensure 

that the boom forces and the preloads are relatively high to start off and that displacement 

convergence issues do not arise. 

Effect of Rotational Springs 

 The independent inextensional displacement modes of a mechanism can be obtained from 

the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the equilibrium matrix A. 

       (2-27) 

The last m columns of matrix U represent the independent inextensional displacement modes of 

the mechanism in Cartesian coordinates and which, as a result, constitute the columns of matrix 

M as well. 

        (2-28) 

Matrix R is the inextensional modes matrix corresponding to M but in terms of rotations. 

    
    (2-29) 

The most general kinematically admissible state of small displacement of the assembly is 

found by taking an arbitrary linear combination of the inextensional displacement modes of the 

mechanism. Therefore, by introducing a vector of independent Lagrangian variables  , one may 

relate the displacements and rotation of joints to independent modes matrices M and R as, 

   
     (2-30) 

And 

   
     (2-31) 
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Proceeding further, and using the Principle of Virtual Work again as described in 

Pellegrino and Calladine [30], for every incremental step one can write 

   
       

    (2-32) 

          (2-33) 

Where 

        (2-34) 

Combining Eq. 2-30, 2-31, 2-32, 2-33, and 2-34, yields 

           (2-35) 

One can now solve for   and subsequently solve for     and     to obtain the 

incremental displacements and rotations of the joints.  

Force Response Predictor Technique 

Moving forward, the equilibrium matrix is now updated and prepared for the next 

computation step. The above procedure is repeated until the distance between the two anchor 

points of the boom reach the pre-determined deployed length of the boom. The updated 

configuration        is written as, 

                   (2-36) 

Part 2 of Computation: Boom as Member 

Once the boom reaches its deployed length, the force applied by the boom ceases and the 

overall structure stops deploying further as well. The lengths of all members are fixed from this 

moment on. However, based on the initial preloads, the system might still experience moments 

due to the preloads at that configuration. Hence, the system will further try to move in certain 

directions, sway sideward until it reaches an equilibrium state where either the preloads reduce to 

zero or where they balance vectorially and cancel out the effects of each other on the system. The 
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system also has an updated JCM, which now, includes the boom as an additional member and 

hence an additional column within it. The JCM for Configuration 4 is given as, 
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  [                            ]    (2-39) 

Where,           
      

   

   
  [                                      ]    (2-40) 

One may observe from rows 6-7 that node 2 of the boom now forms a binary revolute 

joint with the mid-node of the ternary link. Another change to Part 2 as compared to Part 1 is the 
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addition of boom parameters to the Equilibrium, Compatibility and Flexibility matrices. Thus, in 

general, the equilibrium matrix increases in size by one column. For Configuration 4, the final 

form of equilibrium matrix is expressed as given in Eq. 2-38.   ‟s are the angles that the links 

(i=1,…,b) make with the horizontal axis of the global coordinate system and    are the link 

lengths. 

From here on, the computation procedure is the same as given in Part 1. Again, since the 

system experiences only residual preloads, an adaptive γ can be used to drive the system faster to 

an equilibrium state. Also, due to possible round-off errors and residuals, the computation may 

be stopped after the desired lower incremental limit for displacements is reached, which is 1e-6 

m in this case. The system can be assumed to be in equilibrium when the norm of the 

displacement vector is less than a micro-meter. Another way to test the equilibrium condition of 

a system is to check whether the work done by the residual forces, if any is zero or not. It is 

explained further in Chapter 3. 

Kinematic Bifurcations 

Due to the vast nature of the theory on kinematic bifurcations alone, this thesis does not 

cover kinematic bifurcations in its body of work. However, for the sake of completion, a well-

established technique to tackle bifurcation points numerically during deployment is briefly 

discussed here. One of the definitions of a kinematic bifurcation point is that it is a point in the 

configuration space of a mechanism where the number of independent inextensional 

displacement modes change suddenly, and in the case of multi-DOF mechanisms, it is also a 

point where the mechanism might enter and exit the bifurcation in a different displacement 

mode. In the second part of Kumar and Pellegrino [31], the concept of second-order 

compatibility equations is used to find the actual number of kinematic paths that represent 
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potential finite motions out of the infinite number of first order inextensional mechanisms that 

are possible. 

To obtain the second order compatibility equations, one has to first subtract the 

compatibility equation for a bar under zero-strain conditions from the compatibility equation of 

the same bar under strain. The equation can then be represented as, 

          
           (2-41) 

Where according to notations in [31],    is the ith row of compatibility matrix C,    is a matrix 

with 2d and m columns, obtained from    by selecting the rows that correspond to bar i, 

  [     ]  is a set of m arbitrary coefficients and W is a coefficient matrix to the 

displacement variables. 

 Also, it is known that for a set of bar extensions e to be compatible, the following 

condition has to be satisfied. 

  
        (2-42) 

Where,  , is the third matrix obtained from the SVD of the equilibrium matrix and    represents 

the last h columns containing the sets of kinematically incompatible extensions (also known as 

states of self-stress). Therefore, the second order compatibility equations can be finally written 

as, 

       ,  s=1,…,h (2-43) 

Where  

   ∑       
    

 
     (2-44) 

The kinematic paths out of a bifurcation point can be obtained by finding the 

intersections of the corresponding h quadric surfaces Eq. 2-43. The solutions for these equations 

can be obtained by using Bezout‟s Theorem or using any well-known computer solvers of the 
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modern day like MATLAB or MAPLE. Also, the incremental fraction   can be assumed to play 

the same role as “ ” of [31] when tackling bifurcation situations. It is however important here 

that the value of   is adaptive in nature. Additionally, care must be taken to ensure the sign of   

doesn‟t change while passing through a bifurcation point. This can be ascertained easily by 

taking the dot product of the position vectors of the mechanism in the previous and current 

configurations respectively. 

                 (2-45) 

Overall Stiffness Matrix 

In Chapter 5, although stiffness of structures is plotted graphically, the theory presented 

here to obtain the overall stiffness matrix from the equilibrium, compatibility and flexibility 

matrices is another cog in theory towards achieving completion of the same. 

Since the structures that are tackled in this thesis also contain joint stiffness in the form of 

rotational springs, one has to ensure that the contributions of these springs are also included in 

the overall stiffness matrix. For the pin-jointed bar structure alone, the stiffness matrix in terms 

of the Cartesian displacements of the joints can be written as, 

    [ ][ ]  [ ] (2-46) 

Where, [C] is the assembled flexibility matrix of the system based on Eq. 2-7. 

Now the stiffness matrix joints alone in terms of Cartesian displacements of the joints can 

be written as, 

      
 [ ]   (2-47) 

Where, [K] is the diagonal matrix containing the stiffness coefficients of the springs. 

Thus, the overall stiffness matrix for the system can now be written as, 

                 (2-48) 
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CHAPTER 3 

EQUILIBRIUM STABILITY OF MECHANISMS 

Potential Energy Function 

The simplest way to test if a mechanism has reached equilibrium is to check for the 

component of the external loads vector P in the subspace of loads which cannot be carried. It 

should be equal to zero. 

      (3-1) 

In energy terms, the work done by forces, which may be residual at this point, should be 

equal to zero. It may be noted here that any structural system can have multiple equilibrium 

configurations, however, that aspect has not been dealt with in the current body of work as the 

main aim of this thesis is to outline a basic framework towards solving such systems. 

Once the system reaches equilibrium and satisfies Eq. 3-1, one can proceed further to 

discuss the instantaneous characteristics of the system at equilibrium, viz., Stable, Unstable and 

Neutral. Pellegrino (Tarnai) [10] – also quoted by Lengyel [32] gave an expression for the 

potential energy function of a finite mechanism based on the Hellinger–Reissner principle and 

Lagrange multipliers. 

The potential energy function is written as, 

    ∑        
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 (3-2) 

Where,    is the applied load – and Qs are the generalized coordinates x‟s and y‟s,  ‟s are the 

Lagrange Multipliers and F‟s are the kinematic constraint equations. The kinematic constraint 

equations for Configuration 4 can be written as, 
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The last constraint equation is based on the collinearity of nodes of a ternary link 

(Nagaraj et al [33]). The third expression in the last constraint equation is zero for the case of 

Configuration 4. However, in case of angulated members and fixed joints, as shown in a later 

chapter through examples, the last expression has a non-zero value. The Lagrange Multipliers are 

typically the internal forces of the system and can be calculated from the following equation 

(Pellegrino [34]) only when Eq. 3-1 is satisfied. 

    ∑
  

  

   

 

   
           (3-11) 

Where,    and    are the ith columns of matrices U and V obtained from the SVD of the 

equilibrium matrix respectively, P is the external force vector at equilibrium,    is the diagonal 

element of matrix S and    is the vector of h free parameters associated with the self-stress states 

of the system. In the current work, this is zero for all the configurations mentioned in Figure 1-

17. 
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Equilibrium Conditions – Jacobian and Hessian Matrices 

The first variation of the potential energy function when equated to zero gives the 

conditions for equilibrium. Lu, et al. [35] further suggested a method to determine the stability of 

a mechanism under a given set of constant external loads based on this potential energy function. 

The positive and negative definiteness of the second variation of the function (or the Hessian) 

give the stability and instability respectively at equilibrium. 
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and, 
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where, 
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) (3-14) 
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The J and H are the Jacobian and Hessian Matrices respectively. Since, this thesis deals 

with bars, the elastic deformations are very close to zero and so are the incremental internal 

forces. Hence, from [35], for stability of the mechanism, 

                (3-16) 

Likewise, for unstable and neutral equilibriums respectively, 

              (3-17) 

And 

              (3-18) 
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Stability of multiple degrees of freedom mechanisms 

In the case of multiple DOF systems, the above expressions reporting stability are not 

scalars but m-by-m matrices. Therefore, these matrices have to be again tested for positive and 

negative definiteness by pre- and post-multiplying Eq. 3-16 to 3-18 by a column vector of length 

m consisting of positive numbers to determine its stability characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CASE STUDIES AND VARIATIONS OF THE SIX-BAR MECHANISMS 

As mentioned in the Introduction Chapter, a tape-spring boom can be made to possess 

sufficient bending stiffness when the geometry and the arrangement of tape-springs within the 

boom are appropriately chosen. Therefore, the moduli of elasticity and bending are assumed to 

be high enough to avoid buckling and other failure modes and are suitably adopted from Parera 

[23]. In this thesis, the main focus is on demonstrating the above discussed theory on simple 

rigid-link and pin-jointed systems and hence in this chapter, two case studies have been 

presented to show the implications of the boom and rotational springs on the mobility and 

stability of the system. But before that, the final forms of the equilibrium matrices for the other 

three configurations (1, 2 and 3) (See Figure 1-17) are presented next. 

Equilibrium Matrices 

The Equilibrium Matrices for configurations 1, 2 and 3 at the end of Part 2 of 

computations are calculated in the same way as given in Pellegrino and Calladine [24] and are as 

follows: 

Configuration 1: 
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 (4-1) 
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Configuration 2: 
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 (4-2) 

Configuration 3: 
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 (4-3) 

Since this work is still mainly theoretical and under development, the following section 

presents a few examples in which the parameters of the boom, bars and springs are appropriately 

assumed so as to bring the theoretical simulation as close to practical applications as possible. 

Case Studies 

Three out of six spring constants will be varied in Case Study 1a and likewise in Case 

Study 1b, initial preloads of three springs will be varied and scatter plots between the three 
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variables will be discussed. The specific values assumed considering the 3U small satellite frame 

in the computations are as follows (See Figure 1-16): 

Table 4-1.  Constant Parameters of the Structure 

Bar and Boom Dimensions and Material Properties Value 

Bar Lengths for I, II, V, VI 0.3 m 

Bar Lengths of III and IV 0.05 m 

Stable deployed length of the tape-spring boom 0.3 m 

Cross-sectional area of bars 1e-4    

Cross-sectional area of boom 10e-4    

Young‟s Modulus of bars 70 GPa 

Young‟s Modulus of boom 63 GPa 

Flexural Modulus of boom 56 GPa 

Area Moment of Inertia of bars 1.4583e-05    

Area Moment of Inertia of boom 1.1222e-05    

 

Case Study 1a: Variable Spring Stiffness Constants 

Table 4-2.  Parameter Values for Variable Spring Stiffness Sweep Algorithm (superscripts 

represent global joint numbers. Refer Figure 1-16) 

Preloads, Stiffness Coefficients and Force Parameters Value 

           

             

             

            

            

            

   varied between 40N/rad and 60N/rad 

    varied between 40N/rad and 60N/rad 
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Table 4-2.  Continued 

Preloads, Stiffness Coefficients and Force 

Parameters 
Value 

     varied between 40N/rad and 60N/rad 

            

           

            

Force applied by the boom on the system 100 N 

Force fraction γ 0.005 (for Part 1) and 0.5 (for Part 2) 

Boom Length for Configurations 1-5 0.3 m 

Lengths of Boom 1 and Boom 2 for Configuration 6 0.3 m and 0.28 m 

 

Case Study 1b: Variable Spring Preloads 

Table 4-3.  Parameter Values for Variable Spring Preload Sweep Algorithm (superscripts 

represent global joint numbers. Refer Figure 1-16) 

Preloads, Stiffness Coefficients and Force Parameters Value 

    varied between 20 and 40 degrees 

     varied between 110 and 130 degrees 

      varied between 20 and 40 degrees 

            

            

            

           

            

             

            

           

            

Force applied by the boom on the system 100 N 

Force fraction γ 0.005 (for Part 1) and 0.5 (for Part 2) 

Boom Length for Configurations 1-5 0.3 m 

Lengths of Boom 1 and Boom 2 for Configuration 6 0.3 m and 0.28 m 
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Stability Plots 

Figure 4-1 shows the starting configuration for analyses. Although the mechanism starts 

from a fully stowed position as shown in Figure 4-2 in an actual model, the partially deployed 

starting point in the simulation is chosen to avoid dealing with: 

 Kinematic bifurcations and,  

 ill-conditioning of matrices due to very small and very large angles made by the links 

with the horizontal at configurations very close to the initially stowed one and at the 

bifurcation points (Figure 4-2). 

 This research work only focuses on outlining the procedure to tackle systems without 

any singular configurations. However, one may refer to the theory on kinematic bifurcations for 

deployable structures by Kumar and Pellegrino [31] and suitably adopt the technique for force-

displacement response problems containing bifurcation issues. 

 

Figure 4-1.  Starting position for Configurations 1-6. 

A B 

Figure 4-2.  Double Sarrus Mechanism (six-bar in 2D) on a 2U frame - Singular 

Configurations/Bifurcation Points – A) Fully Stowed and B) Partially Deployed, May 

04, 2014. Courtesy of Nikhil Londhe. 
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Figure 4-3.  Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – Configuration 

1. (Units: X, Y, Z = N/rad) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-4.  2D Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 1 – A)   =60N/rad, B)   =55N/rad, C)   =50N/rad, D)   =45N/rad, 

and E)   =40N/rad. (Units: X, Y = N/rad) 
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Figure 4-5.  Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – Configuration 

1. (Units: X, Y, Z = degrees) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-6.  2D Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 1 – A)    =40 deg, B)    =35 deg, C)    =30 deg, D)    =25 deg, and 

E)    =20 deg. (Units: X, Y = degrees) 
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Figure 4-7.  Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – Configuration 

2. (Units: X, Y, Z = N/rad) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-8.  2D Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 2 – A)   =60N/rad, B)   =55N/rad, C)   =50N/rad, D)   =45N/rad, 

and E)   =40N/rad. (Units: X, Y = N/rad) 
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Since the above demonstrated 6-bar mechanism has 2 DOFs, it is difficult to predict 

intuitively the stability characteristics. Therefore, graphical methods, albeit only up to three 

dimensions, are a very convenient way to study the effects of springs at the joints. Figures 4-3 to 

4-8, 4-10 to 4-19 and 4-21 to 4-28 are scatter plots between: Case Study 1a – varying spring 

constants and, Case Study 1b – varying initial spring preloads according to the data mentioned in 

the previous paragraph. All equilibrium configurations that end up being stable are marked with 

a „blue circle‟ and those that are unstable are marked with a „red cross‟. When the algorithm 

sweeps through the given bounds of values, it calculates for each set of values the sign 

definiteness of the stability matrix. It may be reminded here that a few variables have been 

assumed constant throughout all computations due to the three-dimensional limit of graphical 

representations. 

Configurations 1 and 4 largely achieve stable equilibrium configurations when the spring 

constants are varied, while Configurations 2 and 3 hardly do. Due to the symmetric nature of 

Configuration 4 about the boom, it is typically stable when both the spring constants and the 

initial preloads are symmetric about the boom. Configurations 1, 2 and 4 show more or less 

similar behavior when the initial spring preloads are varied between the given bounds, while 

Configuration 3 is largely unstable at equilibriums again. 

 Another interesting use of these plots is towards the practical implementation of such a 

model. Since, actual components generally possess some amount of dimensioning or measuring 

errors, the systems might not demonstrate the equilibrium stability behavior at the exact same 

points shown in the plots. However, through suitable interpolation techniques and by looking at 

the system behavior at neighboring points, one may be able to predict the equilibrium stability 

characteristics of practical models with good accuracy. 
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Consider for example, the set of values of k‟s or preloads are not whole numbers and thus 

lie in the cubic space between 8 other points in one of the stability plots. The stability of the 

point in consideration maybe ascertained by taking the planar stability contours along all planes 

containing the six faces of the cube. The planar contour plot looks like as given in Figure 4-9B 

for the plane   =40N/rad of the stability graph of Configuration 4 – varying spring constants and 

constant preloads. Now consider the planes that coincide with the cube (See Figure 4-9A). If all 

planes that coincide with the cube show a completely stable contour, then any point within the 

cube, depending on the fineness of the sweep, will represent a stable configuration set of 

parameters. While it is still an ongoing effort to categorically state about stability behavior 

within the cube, one may reduce the size of the cubes, i.e., increase the data points in the sweep 

algorithm to obtain a more accurate and compact cube that represents stability. Therefore, the 

stability cube is still a function of the coarseness/fineness of the sweep. On the other hand, even 

if one of the sides shows unstable contour, then the stability characteristics of the desired set of 

parameters depends on how far the point lies from the plane of instability. 

  

Figure 4-9.  Stability Cube. A) A plane of the sweep plot that coincides with one of the planes of 

a cube, and B) Contour along the plane   =40 N/rad. (0 to -1 – Unstable, 0 to +1 – 

Stable) 
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Figure 4-10.  Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 2. (Units: X, Y, Z = degrees) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-11.  2D Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 2 – A)    =40 deg, B)    =35 deg, C)    =30 deg, D)    =25 deg, and 

E)    =20 deg. (Units: X, Y = degrees) 
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Figure 4-12.  Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 3. (Units: X, Y, Z = N/rad) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-13.  2D Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 3 – A)   =60N/rad, B)   =55N/rad, C)   =50N/rad, D)   =45N/rad, 

and E)   =40N/rad. (Units: X, Y = N/rad) 
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Figure 4-14.  Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 3. (Units: X, Y, Z = degrees) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-15.  2D Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 3 – A)    =40 deg, B)    =35 deg, C)    =30 deg, D)    =25 deg, and 

E)    =20 deg. (Units: X, Y = degrees) 
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Figure 4-16.  Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 4. (Units: X, Y, Z = N/rad) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-17.  2D Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 4 – A)   =60N/rad, B)   =55N/rad, C)   =50N/rad, D)   =45N/rad, 

and E)   =40N/rad. (Units: X, Y = N/rad) 
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Figure 4-18.  Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 4. (Units: X, Y, Z = degrees) 

A B 

C  D 

E  

Figure 4-19.  2D Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 4 – A)    =40 deg, B)    =35 deg, C)    =30 deg, D)    =25 deg, and 

E)    =20 deg. (Units: X, Y = degrees) 
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The 2D plots that follow the 3D plots for each case study and configuration are the planar 

plots along the five discrete values of    in the 3D plots. Similar analyses can be carried out for 

the spring preloads. 

Two more variations of the Six-bar Mechanism 

 Given below are two more variations in the above mentioned six-bar mechanisms. This 

rigor is demonstrated to give a more complete representation of the capability of the theory 

developed above for planar mechanisms. Configuration 5 consists of a fixed joint of the boom 

with Bar III and the other joint remains a revolute joint placed at any point across the base. This 

arrangement reduces the degrees of freedom of the system with the boom to just one. It virtually 

creates a ternary link of a triangular shape. The fixed joint of the boom acts as the center of 

BMAB (breadth multi-angulated beam [28]). 

Configuration 6 consists of two booms deploying simultaneously and have slightly 

different stable lengths, just to make sure the system is kinematically inextensional. This 

configuration too reduces the degrees of freedom of the system to one. In other words, this 

arrangement too behaves as a triangular ternary link. Following is the case study analyses as 

described above for these two configurations. 

 Configuration 5 shows a high degree of stability in both case studies whereas 

Configuration 6 largely demonstrates unstable behavior. It is a very interesting observation 

because both possess a single degree of freedom and Configuration 5 has one member less in it. 

A B 

Figure 4-20.  Two more variations. A) Configuration 6: 2 booms and B) Configuration 5 – Fixed 

joint at end of the boom. 
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Figure 4-21.  Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 5. (Units: X, Y, Z = N/rad) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-22.  2D Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 5 – A)   =60N/rad, B)   =55N/rad, C)   =50N/rad, D)   =45N/rad, 

and E)   =40N/rad. (Units: X, Y = N/rad) 
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Figure 4-23.  Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 5. (Units: X, Y, Z = degrees) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-24.  2D Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 5 – A)    =40 deg, B)    =35 deg, C)    =30 deg, D)    =25 deg, and 

E)    =20 deg. (Units: X, Y = degrees) 
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Figure 4-25.  Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 6. (Units: X, Y, Z = N/rad) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-26.  2D Stability Plot – Varying Spring Constants, Constant Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 6 – A)   =60N/rad, B)   =55N/rad, C)   =50N/rad, D)   =45N/rad, 

and E)   =40N/rad. (Units: X, Y = N/rad) 
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Figure 4-27.  Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 6. (Units: X, Y, Z = degrees) 

A B 

C D 

E  

Figure 4-28.  2D Stability Plot – Constant Spring Constants, Varying Initial Preloads – 

Configuration 6 – A)    =40 deg, B)    =35 deg, C)    =30 deg, D)    =25 deg, and 

E)    =20 deg. (Units: X, Y = degrees) 
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These stability plots have shown, albeit the small range of values, how the stability 

characteristics of a particular system vary with changes in the spring stiffness coefficients and/or 

spring preloads. 

Case Study 2: Deployment Patterns under constant parameters 

Case Study 2 presents the force-displacement response of a system for a certain pre-

determined set of values of all variables. The plots include both phases of deployment – the 

boom length increases up to its stable mode (0.3 m) and then the system tries to align and adjust 

itself based on the residual preloads in the system. Figures 4-29 to 4-34 demonstrate the 

displacement response sweeping from the initial position to the final position for all 

configurations.  

Table 4-4.  Parameter Values for Symmetric Loading – Deployment Pattern (superscripts 

represent global joint numbers. Refer Figure 1-16) 

Preloads, Stiffness Coefficients and Force Parameters Value 

           

             

             

            

            

            

           

            

             

            

           

            

Force applied by the boom on the system 100 N 

Force fraction γ 0.005 (for Part 1) and 0.5 (for Part 2) 

Boom Length for Configurations 1-5 0.3 m 

Lengths of Boom 1 and Boom 2 for Configuration 6 0.3 m and 0.28 m 
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The total sum of forces for both parts 1 and 2 for each configuration is calculated and 

tabled. Also, based on the theory described in this thesis, for the given set of parameters in Table 

4-4, configurations 1, 4 and 5 have stable equilibriums and configurations 2, 3 and 6 have 

unstable equilibriums. 

 

Figure 4-29.  Displacement Response and Stable final Equilibrium – Configuration 1. 

Table 4-5.  Total Load Values for Configuration 1 

Load Parameter at Movable 

Joints 
Total Value for Part 1 (N) Total Value for Part 2 (N) 

F2x -39.5047484565855 -91.6269938674998 

F2y 5.08015273137026 6.24532679739183 

F3x 68.7285634766640 45.6629809110884 

F3y 148.249870613046 -6.61170907384658 

F4x -14.3854058731495 -63.2224465481451 

F4y 162.700825991927 201.073928625588 

F5x 35.9948427405222 118.960462086233 

F5y -4.83809643362620 -6.38908957175098 
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Figure 4-30.  Displacement Response and Unstable final Equilibrium – Configuration 2. 

Table 4-6.  Total Load Values for Configuration 2 

Load Parameter at Movable 

Joints 
Total Value for Part 1 (N) Total Value for Part 2 (N) 

F2x -55.1232129971104 -36.8828912504320 

F2y 6.14328548753461 -0.0908938566827326 

F3x 30.4902245474598 18.6086504495068 

F3y 290.198569636050 108.613069249872 

F4x 37.0234531587119 -0.119123678720540 

F4y -257.199079500282 -151.257413496695 

F5x -22.5467564780751 -18.4077371332232 

F5y 297.043452168493 108.217476571705 

F6x 50.9208015400668 37.0142577388073 

F6y -5.94748107850004 0.0580978159116978 
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Figure 4-31.  Displacement Response and Unstable final Equilibrium – Configuration 3. 

Table 4-7.  Total Load Values for Configuration 3 

Load Parameter at Movable 

Joints 
Total Value for Part 1 (N) Total Value for Part 2 (N) 

F2x -52.8098795621861 -151.533798720193 

F2y 8.22934720097372 -40.8855439922862 

F3x 92.2429457882067 84.7295855592401 

F3y 180.204300371292 295.837948489157 

F4x -26.3934813821005 -66.8047054736634 

F4y 124.505333726613 -11.9785281778302 

F5x 52.8098952438046 151.534887873357 

F5y -8.22934814247169 40.8855116012209 
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Figure 4-32.  Displacement Response and Stable final Equilibrium – Configuration 4. 

Table 4-8.  Total Load Values for Configuration 4 

Load Parameter at Movable 

Joints 
Total Value for Part 1 (N) Total Value for Part 2 (N) 

F2x -52.5678194014016 0.0370972703949745 

F2y 1.41191426605847e-12 2.42861286636753e-17 

F3x 26.2839097007006 -0.0185486351974872 

F3y 288.611759048534 -0.106284246221071 

F4x -5.33256339251098e-15 0 

F4y -235.439776978666 0.148341576118900 

F5x -26.2839097006999 0.0185486351974863 

F5y 288.611759048534 -0.106284246221071 

F6x 52.5678194014014 -0.0370972703949715 

F6y 9.89890738822830e-13 5.17988429926675e-15 
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Figure 4-33.  Displacement Response and Stable final Equilibrium – Configuration 5. 

Table 4-9.  Total Load Values for Configuration 5 

Load Parameter at Movable 

Joints 
Total Value for Part 1 (N) Total Value for Part 2 (N) 

F2x -31.7443907732231 84.5803707365725 

F2y 3.03726282127015 43.5569669164494 

F3x 10.4717648486235 -11.1575085975829 

F3y 264.612531594037 -221.849076950998 

F4x 77.7613909380982 -168.886785487179 

F4y -158.393619609289 462.376356130035 

F5x -20.2470814186384 192.047709179042 

F5y 267.747780377088 -468.435693064661 

F6x 23.4604011024709 -215.876270356398 

F6y -7.40915502385306 -110.981580007092 
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Figure 4-34.  Displacement Response and Unstable final Equilibrium – Configuration 6. 

Table 4-10.  Total Load Values for Configuration 6 

Load Parameter at Movable 

Joints 
Total Value for Part 1 (N) Total Value for Part 2 (N) 

F2x -39.5047484565855 -91.6269938674998 

F2y 5.08015273137026 6.24532679739183 

F3x 68.7285634766640 45.6629809110884 

F3y 148.249870613046 -6.61170907384658 

F4x -14.3854058731495 -63.2224465481451 

F4y 162.700825991927 201.073928625588 

F5x 35.9948427405222 118.960462086233 

F5y -4.83809643362620 -6.38908957175098 

 

The plots in Case Study 2 displayed the deployment pattern for the given set of 

parameters (See Table 4-4). This helps in predicting motion of such systems before building the 

actual models. Also Tables 4-5 to 4-10 consist of the total values of forces at each node (joint), 
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after adding the incremental forces at each step of the computation. This gives an idea of the 

amount of force required to displace the system to the desired configuration. This total force 

includes the forces applied by the boom as well as the torsion springs in the system. Therefore, if 

the total initial force applied by the boom and those by the springs is less than the values given in 

Tables 4-5 to 4-10 for the given parameters in Table 4-4, then one may come to the conclusion 

that the applied force will not take the systems to the desired configuration. The set of values of 

parameters given in Table 4-4 is just an example set and can be given any values based on the 

type of system one wants to explore.  
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CHAPTER 5 

SIMULATION EXAMPLES IN MSC ADAMS 

Comparison of assumptions between models 

 In this Chapter, the six-bar configurations mentioned in this thesis are simulated in a 

commercial software, MSC ADAMS and the deployment patterns are compared with those 

obtained from the theoretical analyses in MATLAB as a part of the validation process. 

 Apart from the conventional techniques of modeling rigid-link mechanisms on MSC 

ADAMS, the following two features were incorporated to the models developed for this work: 

 As mentioned in Chapter 1, during the first part of deployment, the boom is modeled as a 

force and hence, the ADAMS model is constructed as shown in Figure 5-1. At the two 

anchor points of the boom, two very small lengths of rigid links are connected via 

revolute joints (or fixed joint in the case of Configuration 5) to the base and joint 3 

respectively. Further, these two small links are constrained to move along a translation 

joint with each other. Note that ALL anchor points shown in the figures that follow are 

the tiny dot like elements, one at the base and the other at either the joints or the mid-

node between Link III and IV. 

 

Figure 5-1.  Representation of the boom in an ADAMS model. 

 For the second part of deployment, after the distance between the two anchor points 

reaches the theoretical stable length of deployment, further motion in that direction is 

restricted by the use of bi-directional collision dampers (BISTOP function) in the model. 

This is a simpler and still a valid way to model the boom over modeling the non-isotropic 

behavior of the composite material that it is made of. It is again mentioned here that the 

boom is assumed to have a sufficiently high flexural rigidity by way of careful 

arrangement of tape-spring strands within the boom and that it would not come across 

buckling situations in any of the analyses presented in this work. 

 All simulations were carried out dynamically but the joints were carefully damped to help 

achieve steady states quickly while at the same time care was taken to make sure it was 

not high enough to affect the very motion of the system along the independent modes of 

the system. Therefore, this kind of damping meant that the system moved in a quasi-static 

manner, the very approach used in the theoretical calculations described in this thesis. 
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In the following pages, graphs for each configuration are listed in the following order. 

 Graphs displaying the stabilization of boom lengths and the joint angles with time 

in MSC/ADAMS 

 Motion objects captured from the software 

 Deployment patterns from MATLAB for the given set of values of parameters 

 Angles plotted from the quasi-static analysis in MATLAB 

 

Table 5-1.  Parameter Values for Software Simulation and Theoretical Calculations of the 

Deployment Patterns – All Configurations 

Preloads, Stiffness Coefficients and Force Parameters Value 

           

             

             

            

            

            

           

            

             

            

           

            

Force applied by the boom on the system 100 N 

Young‟s Modulus of bars 70 GPa 

Boom Length for Configurations 1-5 0.3 m 

Lengths of Boom 1 and Boom 2 for Configuration 6 0.3 m and 0.28 m 

Note that since the angles plotted in MSC/ADAMS are relative rotations, the angles 

graphs from MSC/ADAMS and MATLAB, the following expression may be used to confirm the 

closeness of results from the theoretical quasi-static analysis and software simulation. 

Joint Relative Rotation Angle in MSC/ADAMS – Initial Joint Angle as given in Figure 

1-20 = Joint Angle from the theoretical quasi-static analysis in MATLAB 

(5-1) 

 

Table 5-1 gives the set of parameters assumed for this set of analyses. 
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Configuration 1 

 
 

Figure 5-2.  Stabilizing Boom Length – Configuration 1. 

 
 

Figure 5-3.  Stabilizing Joint Angles – Configuration 1. 

 
 

Object 5-1.  ADAMS Simulation – Reaching Equilibrium – Configuration 1 (.avi file 702 KB) 

Figures 5-2 and 5-3 demonstrate the stabilizing characteristics of the boom length and the 

joint angles of the dynamic simulation in MSC/ADAMS. Also, using Eq. 5-1, it can be seen that 

the equilibrium angles predicted by the quasi-static theoretical approach (Figure 5-4) and the 

http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf1.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf1.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf1.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf1.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf1.avi
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software simulation (Figure 5-3) are within 2-3 degrees of each other. Figure 5-5 and Object 5-1 

provide a confirmation of the same through visuals of the deployment pattern in MATLAB and 

MSC/ADAMS respectively. The time axis in Figure 5-4 is only for representation purposes as 

we know this analysis is quasi-static. 

 
Figure 5-4.  Joint Angles from quasi-static analysis – MATLAB – Configuration 1. 

 
Figure 5-5.  Deployment Pattern in MATLAB – Configuration 1. 
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Configuration 2 

 
 

Figure 5-6.  Stabilizing Boom Length – Configuration 2. 

 
 

Figure 5-7.  Stabilizing Joint Angles – Configuration 2. 

 
 

Object 5-2.  ADAMS Simulation – Reaching Equilibrium – Configuration 2 (.avi file 2 MB) 

Figures 5-6 and 5-7 demonstrate the stabilizing characteristics of the boom length and the 

joint angles of the dynamic simulation in MSC/ADAMS. Also, using Eq. 5-1, it can be seen that 

the equilibrium angles predicted by the quasi-static theoretical approach (Figure 5-8) and the 

http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf2.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf2.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf2.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf2.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf2.avi
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software simulation (Figure 5-7) are within 2-3 degrees of each other. Figure 5-9 and Object 5-2 

provide a confirmation of the same through visuals of the deployment pattern in MATLAB and 

MSC/ADAMS respectively. The time axis in Figure 5-8 is only for representation purposes as 

we know this analysis is quasi-static. 

 
Figure 5-8.  Joint Angles from quasi-static analysis – MATLAB – Configuration 2. 

 
Figure 5-9.  Deployment Pattern in MATLAB – Configuration 2. 
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Configuration 3 

 
 

Figure 5-10.  Stabilizing Boom Length – Configuration 3. 

 
 

Figure 5-11.  Stabilizing Joint Angles – Configuration 3. 

 
 

Object 5-3.  ADAMS Simulation – Reaching Equilibrium – Configuration 3 (.avi file 1 MB) 

Figures 5-10 and 5-11 demonstrate the stabilizing characteristics of the boom length and 

the joint angles of the dynamic simulation in MSC/ADAMS. Also, using Eq. 5-1, it can be seen 

that the equilibrium angles predicted by the quasi-static theoretical approach (Figure 5-12) and 

the software simulation (Figure 5-11) are within 2-3 degrees of each other. Figure 5-13 and 

http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf3.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf3.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf3.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf3.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf3.avi
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Object 5-3 provide a confirmation of the same through visuals of the deployment pattern in 

MATLAB and MSC/ADAMS respectively. The time axis in Figure 5-12 is only for 

representation purposes as we know this analysis is quasi-static. 

 
Figure 5-12.  Joint Angles from quasi-static analysis – MATLAB – Configuration 3. 

 
Figure 5-13.  Deployment Pattern in MATLAB – Configuration 3. 
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Configuration 4 

 
 

Figure 5-14.  Stabilizing Boom Length – Configuration 4. 

 
 

Figure 5-15.  Stabilizing Joint Angles – Configuration 4. 

 
 

Object 5-4.  ADAMS Simulation – Reaching Equilibrium – Configuration 4 (.avi file 736 KB) 

Figures 5-14 and 5-15 demonstrate the stabilizing characteristics of the boom length and 

the joint angles of the dynamic simulation in MSC/ADAMS. Also, using Eq. 5-1, it can be seen 

http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf4.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf4.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf4.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf4.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf4.avi
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that the equilibrium angles predicted by the quasi-static theoretical approach (Figure 5-16) and 

the software simulation (Figure 5-15) are within 2-3 degrees of each other. Figure 5-17 and 

Object 5-4 provide a confirmation of the same through visuals of the deployment pattern in 

MATLAB and MSC/ADAMS respectively. The time axis in Figure 5-16 is only for 

representation purposes as we know this analysis is quasi-static. 

 
Figure 5-16.  Joint Angles from quasi-static analysis – MATLAB – Configuration 4. 

 
Figure 5-17.  Deployment Pattern in MATLAB – Configuration 4. 
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Configuration 5 

 
 

Figure 5-18.  Stabilizing Boom Length – Configuration 5. 

 
 

Figure 5-19.  Stabilizing Joint Angles – Configuration 5. 

 
 

Object 5-5.  ADAMS Simulation – Reaching Equilibrium – Configuration 5 (.avi file 924 KB) 

Figures 5-18 and 5-19 demonstrate the stabilizing characteristics of the boom length and 

the joint angles of the dynamic simulation in MSC/ADAMS. Also, using Eq. 5-1, it can be seen 

that the equilibrium angles predicted by the quasi-static theoretical approach (Figure 5-20) and 

http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf5.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf5.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf5.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf5.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf5.avi
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the software simulation (Figure 5-19) are within 2-3 degrees of each other. Figure 5-21 and 

Object 5-5 provide a confirmation of the same through visuals of the deployment pattern in 

MATLAB and MSC/ADAMS respectively. The time axis in Figure 5-20 is only for 

representation purposes as we know this analysis is quasi-static. 

 
Figure 5-20.  Joint Angles from quasi-static analysis – MATLAB – Configuration 5. 

 
Figure 5-21.  Deployment Pattern in MATLAB – Configuration 5. 
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Configuration 6 

 
 

Figure 5-22.  Stabilizing Boom Lengths – Configuration 6. 

 
 

Figure 5-23.  Stabilizing Joint Angles – Configuration 6. 

 
 

Object 5-6.  ADAMS Simulation – Reaching Equilibrium – Configuration 6 (.avi file 837 KB) 

Figures 5-22 and 5-23 demonstrate the stabilizing characteristics of the boom lengths and 

the joint angles of the dynamic simulation in MSC/ADAMS. Also, using Eq. 5-1, it can be seen 

http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf6.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf6.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf6.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf6.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00001/Conf6.avi
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that the equilibrium angles predicted by the quasi-static theoretical approach (Figure 5-24) and 

the software simulation (Figure 5-23) are within 2-3 degrees of each other. Figure 5-25 and 

Object 5-6 provide a confirmation of the same through visuals of the deployment pattern in 

MATLAB and MSC/ADAMS respectively. The time axis in Figure 5-24 is only for 

representation purposes as we know this analysis is quasi-static. 

 
Figure 5-24.  Joint Angles from quasi-static analysis – MATLAB – Configuration 6. 

 
Figure 5-25.  Deployment Pattern in MATLAB – Configuration 6. 
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In Summary, all the simulation results presented above amply demonstrate that: 

 The theoretical framework presented in this is in conformation with the predictions of a 

well-established dynamics solver. 

 The damping introduced into spring models in the software and the round-off errors in 

the theoretical computations maybe the possible contributors to the 1-2 degrees of 

difference between the computation and simulation. 

 The systems simulated in ADAMS reach a steady state 2 seconds of deployment and 

without high amplitudes of fluctuations. This can therefore be assumed to be a quasi-

static simulation within reasonable limits. 

However, as part of the post-analysis validations small perturbations were applied on to 

the systems to test for equilibrium stability characteristics and although the software modeling 

technique mentioned in the chapter helped realize correct equilibrium configurations, it was 

found that the above mentioned modeling technique often produced errant results when tested for 

stability. Most equilibrium parameter sets gave a stable end result. However, deeper 

investigations of the results and modeling technique revealed that due to the dynamic nature of 

software simulations, the boom length (Figure 5-27) oscillated about the stable length for some 

time instead of immediately settling to the actual stable length of the boom (as per the theoretical 

assumption in this work). This in turn allowed the boom to absorb the perturbations and gave the 

spring loaded system leverage to adjust itself and reach stable configurations again (See Figure 

5-26 and Object 5-7).  Although it can be readily seen that by bringing the lower and the upper 

trigger values in the BISTOP function closer to each other and by raising the stiffness coefficient 

of the collision damper one may reduce the amplitude of oscillations of the boom length in the 

simulation, this, as observed, hampered the computation capability of the software, often leading 

to termination of simulations. That is, very close upper and lower limits of the collision damper 

made the matrices and equations of the dynamics solver often ill-conditioned. Note that the 
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perturbations in the above analysis and other analyses that follow are applied on to the system in 

the form of 1N impulse forces using the STEP function on Joint 4 (See Figure 1-16). 

 

Figure 5-26.  Stabilizing Joint Angles. (before and after perturbation) 

 

Figure 5-27.  Stabilizing Boom Length. (before and after perturbation) gives leverage to the 

system 

 

Object 5-7.  MSC/ADAMS Simulation with perturbation using BISTOP function (.avi file 22 

MB) 

To tackle the above described problem, an alternate method which required slightly mor 

effort was developed and two cases of which, one unstable (Table 5-2, Figure 5-28 and Object 5-

8) and one stable (Table 5-3, Figure 5-29 and Object 5-9) according to the theoretical analysis 

for Configuration 4 are described below. The analysis was split into two parts manually and for 

http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/Conf4_one_perturb.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/Conf4_one_perturb.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/Conf4_one_perturb.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/Conf4_one_perturb.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/Conf4_one_perturb.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/Conf4_one_perturb.avi
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the second part a fixed length member was inserted into the system to represent the boom while 

still retaining the same orientations of links and the residual preloads that the first part of the 

analysis had at the point where it was stopped. This was done to eliminate the fluctuating 

behavior of the BISTOP function. 

Table 5-2.  Parameter Values for Software Simulation of an unstable set – Configuration 4, with 

fixed length of boom for Part 2 of simulation 

Preloads, Stiffness Coefficients and Force Parameters Value 

           

             

             

            

            

            

           

            

             

            

           

            

Force applied by the boom on the system 100 N 

Boom Length 0.3 m 
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Figure 5-28.  Configuration 4 – Unstable remains unstable with fixed length boom model. 

 

Object 5-8.  MSC/ADAMS simulation of an unstable set of Configuration 4 with fixed boom 

length and perturbation (.avi file 47 MB) 

Table 5-3.  Parameter Values for Software Simulation of a stable set – Configuration 4, with 

fixed length of boom for Part 2 of simulation 

Preloads, Stiffness Coefficients and Force Parameters Value 

           

             

             

            

            

            

           

            

             

            

           

            

Force applied by the boom on the system 100 N 

Boom Length 0.3 m 

 

http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/test_10july.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/test_10july.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/test_10july.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/test_10july.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/test_10july.avi
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Figure 5-29.  Configuration 4 – Stable remains stable with fixed length boom model. 

 

Object 5-9.  MSC/ADAMS simulation of a stable set of Configuration 4 with fixed boom length 

and perturbation (.avi file 3 MB) 

With this new modeling tweak, it was seen that the set of parameters (Table 5-2) that was 

found to be unstable from the quasi-static theoretical analysis was also found to be unstable from 

the dynamics simulation in MSC/ADAMS. Figure 5-28 shows the unstable joint angles and also 

only represents the simulation after the perturbation was introduced into the system at 

equilibrium. Object 5-8 gives a visual representation of the unstable behavior of the system. 

Similarly, another set of parameters (Table 5-3) which was predicted to be stable by the quasi-

static theoretical analysis was again found to be stable from the dynamics simulation in 

MSC/ADAMS. In this case too, Figure 5-29 and Object 5-9 demonstrate the stable behavior of 

the system only after the perturbation was introduced into the system and represent joint angles 

and visuals of the dynamic simulation respectively. 

 

Object 5-10.  MSC/ADAMS Static Analysis of the stable set - Configuration 4 (.avi file 767 KB) 

It was also found that the static analysis in MSC/ADAMS of the unstable set (Table 5-2) failed 

to execute as the software could not find the new equilibrium point whereas the stable set (Table 

5-3) did yield a new equilibrium point. Object 5-10 shows the static analysis of the stable set. 

  

http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/conf4_stb_fixboom.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/conf4_stb_fixboom.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/conf4_stb_constF_static.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/conf4_stb_constF_static.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/conf4_stb_fixboom.avi
http://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/IR/00/00/41/50/00002/conf4_stb_constF_static.avi
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 

Discussions 

This thesis has demonstrated the usage of tape-spring booms in 2D deployable trusses 

and mechanisms quasi-statically. The force fraction is an important element in the calculations as 

it helps maintain the kinematic integrity of the system. If the applied force at each step were 

high, then based on the displacement modes of the mechanism, the system would have 

experienced axial strains and changes in link lengths. For example, a force fraction of 0.005 kept 

all changes in link lengths to 0.1 mm whereas; a force fraction of 0.05 saw link lengths changing 

by 2-3 mm. Therefore, very small increments in forces keep the strains very close to zero. 

However, the force fraction might be designed to be adaptive in nature based on the external load 

vector at every step to reduce the computation time. Also, since this analysis is a force response 

problem, there is no need to use the corrector algorithms typically used in incremental 

displacement response problems. (See Kumar and Pellegrino [31]) 

This method can also be used to ascertain if the given force generated by the boom and 

the spring preloads or individually is sufficient for the boom to deploy to its second stable state. 

     (∑
 

 

      

   
)
  

 (6-1) 

Where f can be   ,    or     based on the source of force in focus. This becomes more 

important when the system might start at a configuration with one or more springs having zero 

preload and the springs start resisting motion straightaway. Sample sets of total loads were 

presented in Chapter 4, Case Study 2. 

As was shown in Chapter 5, even the BISTOP function has its limitations in modeling the 

boom. But by way of a simpler yet a more tedious method, it was shown that the theoretical 
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results matched those of the approximated dynamics models. It has been further demonstrated 

that this method can be used to tackle aspects such as ternary links, quaternary angulated links, 

triple revolute joints, fixed joints and double booms.  

Future Work 

As part of improvement pointers, Parallel computations, multi-core computations can be 

used to reduce the computation time. Internally within the computation process, computation-

adaptive force fractions can help improve the computation times. Also, certain minimization 

techniques can be used to find the optimal set of parameters or sometimes even to fine tune 

dimensions and parameters. 2D and 3D Plots between the varying spring stiffness coefficients 

and varying spring preloads in Chapter 4 can give insights into certain stable regions between the 

given bounds of parameters as explained in the same chapter. This can also be further explored 

to quantify relative stability. Furthermore, the quasi-static method developed and discussed in 

this thesis can even be used, as part of future work, to carry out buckling analysis if there arise 

situations where the internal forces experienced by the boom is around the buckling limit load of 

the boom. 

As a mechanism gets more and more complex in member connections and number, the 

number of parameters that need to be kept track of, increases significantly. Also, since most 

joints and links are numbered in order, it is important to keep track of these numbers when the 

member connections are complex and intertwined. Thirdly, although the initial signs of being 

able to use this method for 3D mechanisms are promising, it must be mentioned here that the 

very designing technique of 3D mechanisms is more complex in terms of revolute joint axes 

alignments etc., hence, the additional of at least two more revolute joints via the boom may cause 

difficulty in retaining the mobility of the system. Fourthly, as the number of variables in the 

system increases, it gets tougher to capture the effects of all variables on the system efficiently 
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through just graphical plots. This is also partially true for 3-variable system, as can be seen from 

the above analyses. 

It is also pointed out here that the potential energy equation in this thesis was written in 

terms of the Cartesian coordinates by using the force-moment equivalence technique. But in 

terms of polar coordinates it is a far complex process because the relative rotations between bars 

have to be taken into consideration. This means that although writing the kinematic constraint 

equations are still straightforward in terms of link angles  , the first term of the potential energy 

equation which consists of work done by the forces or the strain energy released by springs will 

have a combination of functions of   ‟s. This necessitates the need to keep track of the rotation 

variables. However, on the bright side though, an attempt to solve the potential energy equations 

in terms of polar coordinates may provide further insights into the behavior of the system in 

terms of rotation angles of the system and also give a more concise set of insights due to the 

lesser number of polar variables  ‟s than the Cartesian variables x‟s and y‟s. 

In the context of contribution to the research world, this thesis is an attempt to inject new 

ideas into the field of deployable structures. In particular, the integration of these booms offer the 

potential of enhanced stiffness behavior of the deployed mechanism while simultaneously 

providing compact stowed configurations and a means of actuation.
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APPENDIX A 

OVERALL FULL-SIZED EQUILIBRIUM MATRIX 
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APPENDIX B 

TRANFORMATION (ROTATION JACOBIAN) MATRIX 
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 The Rotation Jacobian Matrix is multiplied by a column vector, 

   [                                      ]  
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APPENDIX C 

SAMPLE CODE IN MATLAB FOR CONFIGURATION 4 

Main File 

clear all 

clc;clf 

num=0; 

% Sweeping Loops – Replace th0 with k when sweeping for k‟s 

for th01=20:5:40 

    for th02=110:5:130 

      for th03=20:5:40 

n_Links=6; 

n_Joints_min=5; % moving joints 

n_found=2;  % foundation joints 

n_onlytern=1;  % ternary-only links 

n_doubjoi=0;  % triple revolute joints 

n_actjoi=n_Joints_min+n_found+n_doubjoi;  

n_Joints=n_actjoi+n_Joints_min-n_onlytern; 

n_Springs=7; 

n_tern=1; 

L=[0.3 0.3 0.05 0.05 0.3 0.3];  % Link Lengths 

Lfix=0.1;                                     % Fixed Link Length 

L_boom=0.06;    % Initial boom length 

wi_L=2e-2;br_L=5e-2; ArBoom=1e-4; 

Ar=[1e-4 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4 ArBoom];      % Cross-sectional area 

E=[70e9 70e9 70e9 70e9 70e9 70e9 63e9]; 

I=wi_L*br_L^3/12;   %MI of beams 

d_iter=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]'; 

r_iter=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 

r_iter_te=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0]'; 

xy=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 

th=([5.7392+r_iter(1) 180-5.7392+r_iter(2) 180+r_iter(3) 180+r_iter(4) ... 

    180+5.7392+r_iter(5) -5.7392+r_iter(6) 90]);       %incremental 

alf_spr=[5.7392 180-2*5.7392 5.7392 0 5.7392 180-2*5.7392 5.7392];             

num=num+1; 

if num==1 

data_store=zeros(length(th01)*length(th02)*length(th03),13); 

end 

k1=40;k2=40;k3=40; 

            k6=k1; 

            k5=k2; 

            k4=k3; 

theta0=[th01 th02 th03 0 30 120 30];  %preloads 

% Diagonal Matrix of Spring Stiffnesses 

K=[k1 0 0 0 0 0 0; ... 

    0 k2 0 0 0 0 0; ... 
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    0 0 k3 0 0 0 0; ... 

    0 0 0 0 0 0 0; ... 

    0 0 0 0 40 0 0; ... 

    0 0 0 0 0 40 0; ... 

    0 0 0 0 0 0 40]; 

Loadmag_boom=100;Lo_app=0;   %Boom force magnitude and sum of boom 

force at each step 

% Joint Connectivity Matrix (Rows = Movable Joints, Columns = Links) 

Joi_Con=[1 0 0 0 0 0;...  % JCM 

         2 0 0 0 0 0;... 

         0 1 0 0 0 0;... 

         0 2 0 0 0 0;... 

         0 0 1 0 0 0;... 

         0 0 2 1 0 0;... 

         0 0 0 2 0 0;... 

         0 0 0 0 1 0;... 

         0 0 0 0 2 0;... 

         0 0 0 0 0 1;... 

         0 0 0 0 0 2]; 

Jo_Co=[1 0 0 0 0 0;...  % Modified JCM to find the reactions matrix 

       2 1 0 0 0 0;...  % binary joints collapsed to one row 

       0 2 1 0 0 0;... 

       0 0 0 2 1 0;... 

       0 0 0 0 2 1;... 

       0 0 0 0 0 2]; 

J_C=[2 1 0 0 0 0;...  % Further Modified JCM to find the Rotation % Transformation 

Jacobian – fixed joints rows removed 

     0 2 1 0 0 0;... 

     0 0 2 1 0 0;... 

     0 0 0 2 1 0;... 

     0 0 0 0 2 1]; 

 % calling function for part 1 of computation 

delta=0.005; 

[x_store,y_store,L_app,alf,alf_spr,q,L_f,L_boom,x,y,d_iter_a,Lo_tot,sigma_ten]=feb11_conf1_p

1(n_Links,n_Joints,n_Joints_min,n_actjoi,n_onlytern,n_Springs,n_tern,L, ... 

    

Lfix,Ar,E,I,r_iter_te,L_boom,th,alf_spr,K,Joi_Con,Jo_Co,J_C,theta0,delta,Loadmag_boom,Lo_a

pp); 

% Initializing and calling part 2 of computation 

Load_tot_p1=Lo_tot; 

th=alf; 

n_Links=n_Links+1; 

n_found=3; 

n_onlytern=0;   % the ternary-only joint is now a binary joint with the boom 

n_doubjoi=0; 

n_actjoi=n_Joints_min+n_found+n_doubjoi; 
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n_Joints=n_actjoi+n_Joints_min-n_onlytern; 

r_iter_te=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0]'; 

L=L_f; 

% Joint Connectivity Matrix (Rows = Movable Joints, Columns = Links) 

Joi_Con=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0;... 

         2 0 0 0 0 0 0;... 

         0 1 0 0 0 0 0;... 

         0 2 0 0 0 0 0;... 

         0 0 1 0 0 0 0;... 

         0 0 2 1 0 0 0;... 

         0 0 0 0 0 0 2;... 

         0 0 0 2 0 0 0;... 

         0 0 0 0 1 0 0;... 

         0 0 0 0 2 0 0;... 

         0 0 0 0 0 1 0;... 

         0 0 0 0 0 2 0;... 

         0 0 0 0 0 0 1]; 

Jo_Co=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0;... 

       2 1 0 0 0 0 0;... 

       0 2 1 0 0 0 0;... 

       0 0 2 1 0 0 2;... 

       0 0 0 2 1 0 0;... 

       0 0 0 0 2 1 0;... 

       0 0 0 0 0 2 0;... 

       0 0 0 0 0 0 1]; 

J_C=[2 1 0 0 0 0 0;... 

     0 2 1 0 0 0 0;... 

     0 0 2 1 0 0 2;... 

     0 0 0 2 1 0 0;... 

     0 0 0 0 2 1 0]; 

delta=0.5; 

d_iter_a=[1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5 1e-5]'; 

zero_load=[1 1]'; % work done at equilibrium 

[x_store_2,y_store_2,Load_0_store,L_app,alf,alf_spr,q,L_f,L_boom,x,y,d_iter_a,sigma_ten,U_

m,Lo_tot,C_mat,A,B,R_rows,zero_load]=feb11_conf1_p2(n_Links,n_Joints,n_Joints_min,n_act

joi,n_onlytern,n_Springs,n_tern,L, ... 

    Lfix,Ar,E,I,r_iter_te,th,alf_spr,K,Joi_Con,Jo_Co,J_C,theta0,delta,d_iter_a,zero_load); 

Load_tot_p2=Lo_tot; 

% Calculating the Jacobian and the Hessian Matrices of the Potential Energy 

% of the System 

[Jac_mat,Jac_rank,Hess_mat]=Jac_Hess_feb11_conf1(n_Joints_min,L,Lfix); 

% Evaluating the Hessian Matrix at specific numerical values 

% L_app is the total force applied 

% lam‟s are the internal forces 

Lax1=L_app(1);Lay1=L_app(2);Lax2=L_app(3);Lay2=L_app(4);Lax3=L_app(5); 

Lay3=L_app(6);Lax4=L_app(7);Lay4=L_app(8);Lax5=L_app(9);Lay5=L_app(10); 
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lam1=sigma_ten(1);lam2=sigma_ten(2);lam3=sigma_ten(3);lam4=sigma_ten(4); 

lam5=sigma_ten(5);lam6=sigma_ten(6);lam7=sigma_ten(7);lam8=sigma_ten(8); 

% Hess_mat=simplify(subs(second_part_diff)) 

Jac_mat_sub=subs(Jac_mat) 

Jac_rank_sub=rank(Jac_mat_sub) 

Hess_mat_sub=subs(Hess_mat) 

Hess_rank_sub=rank(Hess_mat_sub) 

% Checking the Stability of the Structure 

stability_mat=U_m'*Hess_mat_sub*U_m; 

pos_vect=ones(1,size(U_m,2)); 

stability=pos_vect*stability_mat*pos_vect' 

% % Overall Stiffness Matrix and Modal Analysis 

K_mat=A*(C_mat\B); 

K_spr=R_rows*K*R_rows'; 

K_overall=K_mat+K_spr 

% data storage 

data_store(num,1)=k1; 

data_store(num,2)=k2; 

data_store(num,3)=k3; 

data_store(num,4)=k4; 

data_store(num,5)=k5; 

data_store(num,6)=k6; 

data_store(num,8)=theta0(1); 

data_store(num,9)=theta0(2); 

data_store(num,10)=theta0(3); 

data_store(num,11)=theta0(5); 

data_store(num,12)=theta0(6); 

data_store(num,13)=theta0(7); 

data_store(num,14)=Loadmag_boom; 

if stability>0 

     data_store(num,7)=1; 

else if stability==0 

        data_store(num,7)=0; 

    else 

        data_store(num,7)=-1; 

    end 

end 

end 

end 

end 

Part 1 Computation Function File 

%% MATLAB Code to generate Equilibrium, Compatability and Flexibility Matrices 

%% and to find the displacement response with figures 

% Static Analysis - Configuration 4 - Part 1 - Deployment 
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function 

[x_store,y_store,L_app,alf,alf_spr,q,L_f,L_boom,x,y,d_iter_a,Lo_tot,sigma_ten]=feb11_conf1_p

1(n_Links,n_Joints,n_Joints_min,n_actjoi,n_onlytern,n_Springs,n_tern,L, ... 

    

Lfix,Ar,E,I,r_iter_te,L_boom,th,alf_spr,K,Joi_Con,Jo_Co,J_C,theta0,delta,Loadmag_boom,Lo_a

pp) 

i_store=0;Lo_tot=0;   % total load over all steps gets added up 

while L_boom<=0.3000  % loop until the boom reaches 0.3000 

i_store=i_store+1; 

alf=subs(th); 

% Spring Initial and Current Angles 

alf_spr=alf_spr+r_iter_te'; 

alf_spr=subs(alf_spr); 

x_prev=Lfix;y_prev=0; 

for i=1:n_Joints_min 

    x(i)=x_prev+L(i)*cosd(alf(i)); 

    y(i)=y_prev+L(i)*sind(alf(i)); 

    x_prev=x(i); 

    y_prev=y(i); 

end 

Equi_mat=cell(size(Joi_Con,1),size(Joi_Con,2)); 

C_mat=zeros(n_Links+n_tern,n_Links+n_tern); 

Zero_mat=zeros(3,3); 

for i=1:n_Links*n_Joints_min 

   Equi_mat{i}=zeros(3,3); 

end 

reacns_mat=zeros(n_Joints*3,(n_actjoi-n_onlytern)*2); 

for i=1:n_Links 

    Rot_mat=[cosd(alf(i)) -sind(alf(i)) 0;... 

    sind(alf(i)) cosd(alf(i)) 0;0 0 1]; 

    % Element Equilibrium Matrix 

    A_mat{i}=[-1 0 0;0 -1/L(i) 1/L(i);... 

        0 -1 0;1 0 0;... 

        0 1/L(i) -1/L(i);0 0 1]; 

    % Element Flexibility Matrix 

    C_mat(i,i)=L(i)/(Ar(i)*E(i)); 

% Combining the Elemental Equilibrium Matrices 

elem_eq{i}=[Rot_mat Zero_mat;Zero_mat Rot_mat]*A_mat{i}; 

% Combining the Elemental Equilibrium Matrices 

for j=1:n_Joints 

    if Joi_Con(j,i)==1 

        j1=j; 

        Equi_mat{j1,i}=elem_eq{i}(1:3,1:3); 

    end 

    if Joi_Con(j,i)==2 

        j2=j; 
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        Equi_mat{j2,i}=elem_eq{i}(4:6,1:3); 

    end 

end 

% forming the reactions matrix within the equilibrium matrix 

for jk=1:n_Joints 

    if nnz(Joi_Con(jk,:))==1 && nonzeros(Joi_Con(jk,:))==2 

        reacns=[-1 0;0 -1;0 0]; 

    else if nnz(Joi_Con(jk,:))==1 && nonzeros(Joi_Con(jk,:))==1 

        reacns=[1 0;0 1;0 0]; 

        else if nnz(Joi_Con(jk,:))>1 

        reacns=[0 0;0 0;0 0]; 

            end 

        end 

    end 

    for kl=1:(n_actjoi-n_onlytern) 

        if Jo_Co(kl,i)~=0 && Jo_Co(kl,i)==Joi_Con(jk,i) 

            reacns_mat(3*(jk-1)+1:3*(jk-1)+3,2*(kl-1)+1:2*(kl-1)+2)=reacns; 

        end 

    end 

end 

end 

for i=1:size(Equi_mat,1) 

   for j=1:size(Equi_mat,2) 

       for m=1:size(Equi_mat{i,j},1)               

           for n=1:size(Equi_mat{i,j},2) 

                A((i-1)*3+m,(j-1)*3+n)=Equi_mat{i,j}(m,n);                  

           end             

       end 

   end 

end 

A=[A reacns_mat]; 

% condensing the rows and columns 

A=[A(:,1);A(:,2);A(:,3);A(:,4);A(:,5);A(:,6);A(:,7);A(:,8);A(:,9);A(:,10);A(:,11);A(:,12);A(:,13);

A(:,14);A(:,15);A(:,16);A(:,17);A(:,18)]; 

A=[A(4:5,:)+A(7:8,:);A(10:11,:)+A(13:14,:);A(16:17,:);A(19:20,:)+A(22:23,:);A(25:26,:)+A(28:

29,:)]; 

A=[A(:,1) A(:,4) A(:,7) A(:,9)+A(:,11) A(:,10) A(:,13) A(:,16);]; 

% Checking the Rank of the Overall Equilibrium Matrix "A" 

Arank=rank(A) 

% Kinematic (or Compatibility) Matrix 

B=A'; 

% Developing the Matrix "R" whose each column contains a set of spring 

% rotation angles for the corresponding mechanism in matrix M. 

R_temp=cell(size(J_C,1),size(J_C,2)); 

for i=1:n_Links 

    r{i}=[sind(alf(i))/L(i);-cosd(alf(i))/L(i);-sind(alf(i))/L(i);cosd(alf(i))/L(i)]; 
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    for j1=1:size(J_C,1) 

        if J_C(j1,i)==1 

            R_temp{j1,i}=r{i}(1:2,1); 

        else if J_C(j1,i)==2 

                 R_temp{j1,i}=r{i}(3:4,1); 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

for i=1:size(R_temp,1) 

   for j=1:size(R_temp,2) 

       for m=1:size(R_temp{i,j},1) 

           for n=1:size(R_temp{i,j},2) 

                R_mat((i-1)*2+m,(j-1)*1+n)=R_temp{i,j}(m,n); 

           end             

       end 

   end 

end 

R_0=zeros(size(R_mat,1),1);R_I=R_mat(:,1);R_II=R_mat(:,2);R_III=R_mat(:,3); 

R_IV=R_mat(:,4);R_V=R_mat(:,5);R_VI=R_mat(:,6); 

% R_rows is the Rotation Transformation Jacobian 

R_rows(:,1)=R_I-R_0;R_rows(:,2)=R_II-R_I;R_rows(:,3)=R_III-R_II; 

R_rows(:,4)=R_IV-R_III;R_rows(:,5)=R_V-R_IV;R_rows(:,6)=R_VI-R_V; 

R_rows(:,7)=-R_VI+R_0; 

% SVD Decomposition of the Equilibrium Matrix 

[U,S,V] = svd(A); 

U_m=U(:,Arank+1:2*n_Joints_min);   % displacement modes 

M=U_m; 

M_store{i_store}=M; 

R=R_rows'*(M); 

R_store{i_store}=R; 

for i=1:n_Springs 

    r_ini(i,1)=(alf_spr(i)-theta0(i))*pi/180; 

end 

% Calculating the initial "Load" to keep the mechanism in the stowed 

% position 

q=-K*r_ini; 

q_store{i_store}=q; 

r_ini_store{i_store}=r_ini; 

R_rows_store{i_store}=R_rows; 

Load_0=R_rows*q;   % force vector equivalent to moments 

Load_0_store{i_store}=Load_0; 

% L_app is the force applied by the Boom 

Load_boom=[0 0 0 0 Loadmag_boom*cosd(th(7)) Loadmag_boom*sind(th(7)) 0 0 0 0]'; 

% total force applied per step multiplied by delta 

L_app=delta*(Load_boom+Load_0); 
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psi=M'*L_app; 

S_mat=R'*K*R; 

phi=S_mat\psi;   % generalized displacements 

% Displacement and Rotation Response 

d_iter=vpa(M*phi,5); 

r_iter_te=vpa(R*phi*180/pi,5); 

Lo_app=Lo_app+delta*Load_boom;  % adding the force in this step to the total 

Lo_tot=Lo_tot+L_app; 

d_iter_a=d_iter; 

% Updated Coordinates of the Joints 

i2=0; 

for i=1:n_Joints_min 

    x(i)=x(i)+d_iter_a(2*i2+1); 

    y(i)=y(i)+d_iter_a(2*i2+2); 

     

    x_store(i_store,i)=0; 

    y_store(i_store,i)=0; 

    x_store(i_store,i+1)=Lfix; 

    y_store(i_store,i+1)=0; 

    x_store(i_store,2+i)=x(i); 

    y_store(i_store,2+i)=y(i); 

    i2=i2+1; 

end 

% calculation of angles and link lengths and confirming the kinematic constraints are maintained 

[th,L_f]=angles_boomlength_conf1(x,y,Lfix) 

th_store{i_store}=th; 

r_iter=th-alf; 

r_iter_store{i_store}=r_iter; 

L_boom=L_f(7); 

% plotting the deployment pattern 

if i_store==1 

    x_plot=[0 Lfix x(1) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) Lfix/2 

        Lfix x(1) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) 0 x(3)]; 

    y_plot=[0 0 y(1) y(2) y(3) y(4) y(5) 0 

        0 y(1) y(2) y(3) y(4) y(5) 0 y(3)]; 

    line(x_plot,y_plot) 

    axis([-0.6 0.6 -0.2 0.4])     

else if rem(i_store,10)==0 

    x_plot=[0 Lfix x(1) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) Lfix/2 

        Lfix x(1) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) 0 x(3)]; 

    y_plot=[0 0 y(1) y(2) y(3) y(4) y(5) 0 

        0 y(1) y(2) y(3) y(4) y(5) 0 y(3)]; 

    line(x_plot,y_plot) 

    axis([-0.6 0.6 -0.2 0.4]) 

    end 

end 
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end 

end 

Part 2 Computation Function File 

%% MATLAB Code to generate Equilibrium, Compatability and Flexibility Matrices 

%% and to find the displacement response with figures 

% Static Analysis - Configuration 4 - Part 2 - Reaching Equilibrium 

function 

[x_store_2,y_store_2,Load_0_store,L_app,alf,alf_spr,q,L_f,L_boom,x,y,d_iter_a,sigma_ten,U_

m,Lo_tot,C_mat,A,B,R_rows,zero_load]=feb11_conf1_p2(n_Links,n_Joints,n_Joints_min,n_act

joi,n_onlytern,n_Springs,n_tern,L, ... 

    Lfix,Ar,E,I,r_iter_te,th,alf_spr,K,Joi_Con,Jo_Co,J_C,theta0,delta,d_iter_a,zero_load) 

i_store=0;Lo_tot=0; 

while norm(zero_load,2)>=1e-6  % loop until work done at equilibrium goes below 

1e-6 

i_store=i_store+1; 

alf=subs(th); 

% Spring Initial and Current Angles 

alf_spr=alf_spr+r_iter_te'; 

alf_spr=subs(alf_spr); 

x_prev=Lfix;y_prev=0; 

for i=1:n_Joints_min 

    x(i)=x_prev+L(i)*cosd(alf(i)); 

    y(i)=y_prev+L(i)*sind(alf(i)); 

    x_prev=x(i); 

    y_prev=y(i); 

end 

Equi_mat=cell(size(Joi_Con,1),size(Joi_Con,2)); 

C_mat=zeros(n_Links+n_tern,n_Links+n_tern); 

Zero_mat=zeros(3,3); 

for i=1:n_Links*n_Joints_min 

   Equi_mat{i}=zeros(3,3); 

end 

reacns_mat=zeros(n_Joints*3,(n_actjoi-n_onlytern)*2); 

for i=1:n_Links 

    Rot_mat=[cosd(alf(i)) -sind(alf(i)) 0;... 

    sind(alf(i)) cosd(alf(i)) 0;0 0 1]; 

    % Element Equilibrium Matrix 

    A_mat{i}=[-1 0 0;0 -1/L(i) 1/L(i);... 

        0 -1 0;1 0 0;... 

        0 1/L(i) -1/L(i);0 0 1]; 

    % Element Flexibility Matrix 

    C_mat(i,i)=L(i)/(Ar(i)*E(i)); 

% Combining the Elemental Equilibrium Matrices 

elem_eq{i}=[Rot_mat Zero_mat;Zero_mat Rot_mat]*A_mat{i}; 

% Combining the Elemental Equilibrium Matrices 

for j=1:n_Joints 
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    if Joi_Con(j,i)==1 

        j1=j; 

        Equi_mat{j1,i}=elem_eq{i}(1:3,1:3); 

    end 

    if Joi_Con(j,i)==2 

        j2=j; 

        Equi_mat{j2,i}=elem_eq{i}(4:6,1:3); 

    end 

end 

for jk=1:n_Joints 

    if nnz(Joi_Con(jk,:))==1 && nonzeros(Joi_Con(jk,:))==2 

        reacns=[-1 0;0 -1;0 0]; 

    else if nnz(Joi_Con(jk,:))==1 && nonzeros(Joi_Con(jk,:))==1 

        reacns=[1 0;0 1;0 0]; 

        else if nnz(Joi_Con(jk,:))>1 

        reacns=[0 0;0 0;0 0]; 

            end 

        end 

    end 

    for kl=1:n_actjoi 

        if Jo_Co(kl,i)~=0 && Jo_Co(kl,i)==Joi_Con(jk,i) 

            reacns_mat(3*(jk-1)+1:3*(jk-1)+3,2*(kl-1)+1:2*(kl-1)+2)=reacns; 

        end 

    end 

end 

end 

for i=1:size(Equi_mat,1) 

   for j=1:size(Equi_mat,2) 

       for m=1:size(Equi_mat{i,j},1)               

           for n=1:size(Equi_mat{i,j},2) 

                A((i-1)*3+m,(j-1)*3+n)=Equi_mat{i,j}(m,n);                  

           end             

       end 

   end 

end 

A=[A reacns_mat]; 

% Condensing is slightly different in Part 2 because of the extra boom member 

A=[A(4:5,:)+A(7:8,:);A(10:11,:)+A(13:14,:);A(16:17,:)+A(19:20,:);A(22:23,:)+A(25:26,:);A(28:

29,:)+A(31:32,:)]; 

A=[A(:,1) A(:,4) A(:,7) A(:,9)+A(:,11) A(:,10) A(:,13) A(:,16) A(:,19)]; 

% Checking the Rank of the Overall Equilibrium Matrix "A" 

Arank=rank(A) 

% Kinematic (or Compatibility) Matrix 

B=A'; 

% Developing the Matrix "R" whose each column contains a set of spring 

% rotation angles for the corresponding mechanism in matrix M. 
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R_temp=cell(size(J_C,1),size(J_C,2)); 

for i=1:n_Links 

    r{i}=[sind(alf(i))/L(i);-cosd(alf(i))/L(i);-sind(alf(i))/L(i);cosd(alf(i))/L(i)]; 

    for j1=1:size(J_C,1) 

        if J_C(j1,i)==1 

            R_temp{j1,i}=r{i}(1:2,1); 

        else if J_C(j1,i)==2 

                 R_temp{j1,i}=r{i}(3:4,1); 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

for i=1:size(R_temp,1) 

   for j=1:size(R_temp,2) 

       for m=1:size(R_temp{i,j},1) 

           for n=1:size(R_temp{i,j},2) 

                R_mat((i-1)*2+m,(j-1)*1+n)=R_temp{i,j}(m,n); 

           end             

       end 

   end 

end 

R_0=zeros(size(R_mat,1),1);R_I=R_mat(:,1);R_II=R_mat(:,2);R_III=R_mat(:,3); 

R_IV=R_mat(:,4);R_V=R_mat(:,5);R_VI=R_mat(:,6); 

R_rows(:,1)=R_I-R_0;R_rows(:,2)=R_II-R_I;R_rows(:,3)=R_III-R_II; 

R_rows(:,4)=R_IV-R_III;R_rows(:,5)=R_V-R_IV;R_rows(:,6)=R_VI-R_V; 

R_rows(:,7)=-R_VI+R_0; 

% SVD Decomposition of the Equilibrium Matrix 

[U,S,V] = svd(A); 

U_m=U(:,Arank+1:2*n_Joints_min); 

M=U_m; 

M_store{i_store}=M; 

R=R_rows'*(M); 

R_store{i_store}=R; 

for i=1:n_Springs 

    r_ini(i,1)=(alf_spr(i)-theta0(i))*pi/180; 

end 

% Calculating the initial "Load" to keep the mechanism in the stowed 

% position 

q=-K*r_ini; 

q_store{i_store}=q; 

r_ini_store{i_store}=r_ini; 

R_rows_store{i_store}=R_rows; 

Load_0=R_rows*q; 

Load_0_store{i_store}=Load_0; 

% L_app is the force applied by the Boom 

% No force applied by the boom in Part 2 
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L_app=delta*Load_0; 

psi=M'*L_app; 

S_mat=R'*K*R; 

phi=S_mat\psi; 

% Displacement and Rotation Response 

d_iter=vpa(M*phi,5); 

r_iter_te=vpa(R*phi*180/pi,5); 

Lo_tot=Lo_tot+L_app; 

% Calculating internal forces at equilibrium 

sigma1=0; 

for cou=1:Arank 

   sigma1=sigma1+((U(:,cou)'*(Load_0))/S(cou,cou))*V(:,cou); 

end 

d_iter_a=d_iter; 

% Checking if the columns of U corresponding to mobility give zero when 

% multiplied by the Applied Load Vector. 

zero_load=U_m'*(L_app/delta); 

sigma_ten=sigma1; 

% Updated Coordinates of the Joints 

i2=0; 

for i=1:n_Joints_min 

    x(i)=x(i)+d_iter_a(2*i2+1); 

    y(i)=y(i)+d_iter_a(2*i2+2); 

    x_store_2(i_store,1)=0; 

    y_store_2(i_store,1)=0; 

    x_store_2(i_store,2)=Lfix; 

    y_store_2(i_store,2)=0; 

    x_store_2(i_store,2+i)=x(i); 

    y_store_2(i_store,2+i)=y(i); 

    i2=i2+1; 

end 

 [th,L_f]=angles_boomlength_conf1(x,y,Lfix) 

th_store{i_store}=th; 

r_iter=th-alf; 

r_iter_store{i_store}=r_iter; 

L_boom=L_f(7); 

if i_store==1 

    x_plot=[0 Lfix x(1) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) Lfix/2 

        Lfix x(1) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) 0 x(3)]; 

    y_plot=[0 0 y(1) y(2) y(3) y(4) y(5) 0 

        0 y(1) y(2) y(3) y(4) y(5) 0 y(3)]; 

    line(x_plot,y_plot) 

    axis([-0.6 0.6 -0.2 0.4]) 

else if rem(i_store,20)==0 

    x_plot=[0 Lfix x(1) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) Lfix/2 

        Lfix x(1) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) 0 x(3)]; 
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    y_plot=[0 0 y(1) y(2) y(3) y(4) y(5) 0 

        0 y(1) y(2) y(3) y(4) y(5) 0 y(3)]; 

    line(x_plot,y_plot) 

    axis([-0.6 0.6 -0.2 0.4]) 

    end 

end 

end 

end 

Function to calculate the angles and link lengths after computations 

function[th,L_f]=angles_boomlength_conf1(x,y,Lfix) 

%Link I 

hyp1=sqrt((y(1)-0)^2+(x(1)-Lfix)^2); 

sin_th1=(y(1)-0)/hyp1; 

cos_th1=(x(1)-Lfix)/hyp1; 

th(1)=atan2(sin_th1,cos_th1)*180/pi; 

L_f(1)=hyp1; 

%Link II 

hyp2=sqrt((y(2)-y(1))^2+(x(2)-x(1))^2); 

sin_th2=(y(2)-y(1))/hyp2; 

cos_th2=(x(2)-x(1))/hyp2; 

th(2)=atan2(sin_th2,cos_th2)*180/pi; 

L_f(2)=hyp2; 

%Link III 

hyp3=sqrt((y(3)-y(2))^2+(x(3)-x(2))^2); 

sin_th3=(y(3)-y(2))/hyp3; 

cos_th3=(x(3)-x(2))/hyp3; 

th(3)=atan2(sin_th3,cos_th3)*180/pi; 

L_f(3)=hyp3; 

%Link IV 

hyp4=sqrt((y(4)-y(3))^2+(x(4)-x(3))^2); 

sin_th4=(y(4)-y(3))/hyp4; 

cos_th4=(x(4)-x(3))/hyp4; 

th(4)=atan2(sin_th4,cos_th4)*180/pi; 

L_f(4)=hyp4; 

%Link V 

hyp5=sqrt((y(5)-y(4))^2+(x(5)-x(4))^2); 

sin_th5=(y(5)-y(4))/hyp5; 

cos_th5=(x(5)-x(4))/hyp5; 

th(5)=360+atan2(sin_th5,cos_th5)*180/pi; 

L_f(5)=hyp5; 

%Link VI 

hyp6=sqrt((0-y(5))^2+(0-x(5))^2); 

sin_th6=(0-y(5))/hyp6; 

cos_th6=(0-x(5))/hyp6; 

th(6)=atan2(sin_th6,cos_th6)*180/pi; 

L_f(6)=hyp6; 
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%Link VII - Boom 

hyp7=sqrt((y(3)-0)^2+(x(3)-Lfix/2)^2); 

sin_th7=(y(3)-0)/hyp7; 

cos_th7=(x(3)-Lfix/2)/hyp7; 

th(7)=atan2(sin_th7,cos_th7)*180/pi; 

L_f(7)=hyp7; 

end 

Jacobian and Hessian Matrices Function File 

function[Jac_mat,Jac_rank,Hess_mat]=Jac_Hess_feb11_conf1(n_Joints_min,L,Lfix) 

% Forming the Kinematic Constraint Equations % In Cartesian Coordinates 

syms x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 real 

syms x01 x02 x03 x04 x05 y01 y02 y03 y04 y05 real 

syms alf1 alf2 alf3 alf4 alf5 alf6 real 

syms Lax1 Lay1 Lax2 Lay2 Lax3 Lay3 Lax4 Lay4 Lax5 Lay5 real 

xy=[x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 y3 x4 y4 x5 y5]; 

xy0=[x01 y01 x02 y02 x03 y03 x04 y04 x05 y05]; 

alf=[alf1 alf2 alf3 alf4 alf5 alf6]; 

L_app=[Lax1 Lay1 Lax2 Lay2 Lax3 Lay3 Lax4 Lay4 Lax5 Lay5]'; 

% Constraint Equations 

F(1)=0.5*((x1-Lfix)^2+(y1-0)^2-1)/L(1); 

F(2)=0.5*((x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2-1)/L(2); 

F(3)=0.5*((x3-x2)^2+(y3-y2)^2-1)/L(3); 

F(4)=0.5*((x4-x3)^2+(y4-y3)^2-1)/L(4); 

F(5)=0.5*((x5-x4)^2+(y5-y4)^2-1)/L(5); 

F(6)=0.5*((0-x5)^2+(0-y5)^2-1)/L(6); 

F(7)=0.5*((x3-Lfix/2)^2+(y3-0)^2-1)/L(7); 

F(8)=(((x3-x2)*(y4-y3)-(x4-x3)*(y3-y2))/(L(3)*L(4)))-sin(alf(3)-alf(4)); % bending constraint 

syms lam1 lam2 lam3 lam4 lam5 lam6 lam7 lam8 real 

sigma_ten=[lam1 lam2 lam3 lam4 lam5 lam6 lam7 lam8]'; % internal forces 

% Symbolic Potential Energy Equation of the System 

SE=0; 

% Strain Energy of the Torsion Springs 

for i4=1:2:2*n_Joints_min 

    SE=SE+L_app(i4)*(xy(i4)-xy0(i4))+L_app(i4+1)*(xy(i4+1)-xy0(i4+1)); 

end 

% Lagrangian Multipliers or the (Internal) Axial Forces in the Links  

PE=-SE+sigma_ten(1)*F(1)+sigma_ten(2)*F(2)+sigma_ten(3)*F(3)+sigma_ten(4)*F(4)  

  +sigma_ten(5)*F(5)+sigma_ten(6)*F(6)+sigma_ten(7)*F(7)+sigma_ten(8)*F(8); 

% Calculating the Jacobian Matrix of the System and the second differential 

% of the Potential Energy 

for j5=1:size(sigma_ten,1) 

    for i5=1:size(xy,2) 

    Jac_mat(j5,i5)=diff(F(j5),xy(i5)); 

    first_part_diff{j5,i5}=diff(PE,xy(i5)); 

        for k5=1:size(xy,2) 

%           second_part_diff{k5,i5}=diff(first_part_diff{j5,i5},theta(k5)); 
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            Hess_mat1{j5,1}(k5,i5)=diff(Jac_mat(j5,i5),xy(k5)); 

            pd_SE(k5,i5)=diff(SE,xy(k5)); 

        end 

    end 

end 

Jac_mat=simplify(Jac_mat); 

Jac_rank=rank(Jac_mat) 

Hess_mat2=pd_SE; 

for i30=1:size(sigma_ten,1) 

    Hess_mat2=Hess_mat2+sigma_ten(i30)*Hess_mat1{i30}; 

end 

Hess_mat=Hess_mat2; 
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